Entertainment by radiophone even out at sea has become as popular as the movies and movie stars are becoming interested

Radiophone Broadcasting Station WDY
And Many Exclusive Features in This Issue
WORLD'S ONLY MAKER
Moulded High Frequency High Tension Insulators
POTENTIALS 1,000 — TO — 1,000,000 VOLTS

ARRIVED

AIR-GAP

Audio Frequencies
Transmission Lines
Sub Station Insulators
Transformer Insulators
Oil Switch Insulators
Circuit Breakers, Bus-bars, Supports, Etc., Etc.

Maximum Mechanical Strength

Minimum Cost
Minimum Physical Dimensions

MAXIMUM ELECTRIC STRESSES FORMED IN AIR

EXTENSIVE TESTS under sustained radio frequency operation show:

NO HEATING
ARC-OVER ESTABLISHED IN AIR

“ELECTROSE” Insulators are standard with United States Navy and Army and Wireless Telegraph and Telephone Companies.
“ELECTROSE” is made in a number of grades for various requirements, each grade possessing special characteristics.
“ELECTROSE” Insulators—Best in the World for High Frequency Currents, Power and Transmission Circuits.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS

ELECTROSE MFG. CO.

60-82 Washington Street
66-76 Front Street

27-37 York Street
1-23 Flint Street

Brooklyn, N. Y., America
Ask For These Folders

They tell all about Westinghouse Radio Receiving Sets, and about the Broadcasting Stations that provide a carefully balanced and judiciously chosen series of nightly entertainments, including news, weather, crop and stock reports, all kinds of sporting events and, on Sundays, complete church services.

Broadcasting stations are located as follows:

- East Pittsburgh, Pa., Station "KDKA" - - 360 Meters
- Newark, N. J., Station "WJZ" - - 360 Meters
- Springfield, Mass., Station "WBZ" - - 360 Meters
- Chicago, Ill., Station "KYW" - - 360 Meters

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING CO.
EAST PITTSBURGH, PA.
The Demand
For Marshall-Gerken Products

has been so great that a congestion of orders for our most popular parts can only be avoided by concentrating our future efforts on the manufacture of the following:

New Moulded Variometer
with bronze spring connections.

New Detectors and Amplifiers

Small Parts and Switch Arms

Standard Vario-Coupler

New 'Read'Em' Binding Posts

We are Distributors for:

The Marshall-Gerken Company
Manufacturers and Jobbers


Printed in U. S. A.
What gives the Eveready Wireless B Battery its high voltage maintenance?

The right proportioning of ingredients—the retardation of destructive chemical reactions—the control of electrolysis—the perfect insulation.

Hitch an Eveready to your receiving set and enjoy the marked increase in effectiveness. Go to your radio equipment dealer—or write us.

AMERICAN EVEREADY WORKS
of National Carbon Company, Inc.
226 Thompson Avenue, Long Island City, New York
Chicago Atlanta San Francisco

Every wireless operator has use for an Eveready Flashlight
Duplicate the Set
Heard Across the Atlantic

Amateur history was made on December 9, when 1-BCG in Greenwich, Conn., was heard in Ardrossan, Scotland—a distance of over 3500 miles.

This amazing feat was performed with four Radiotrons UV-204—one used as a master oscillator, the other three as amplifiers.

There was nothing special about 1-BCG's equipment. His circuit was similar to those described and illustrated in the RCA Catalogue for CW transmission.

You can duplicate the equipment used at 1-BCG for experimental communications at a comparatively small expense.

Look over the RCA Catalogue and Instruction Book. Select the set most suitable for your needs, and then order the required parts from your nearest dealer.

100 Watt Radio Telephone Transmitter

For complete circuit and details of necessary apparatus to make up this radio telephone set see Fig. 1, page 11, RCA Catalogue, which can be secured from your nearest dealer or by sending 25 cents direct to

SALES DIVISION, Suite 1801

Radio Corporation
233 Broadway, New York City

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
On the night of December 10, 1-RU at Hartford, Conn., was heard by Paul Godley, official observer of the Transatlantic Radio Tests at Ardrossan, Scotland.

The feat was striking for this reason:

The transmitter of 1-RU for CW transmission included only one Radiotron UV-203.

WITH ONE 50-WATT TUBE 1-RU WAS HEARD IN SCOTLAND.

CW transmission gives the amateur the range he wants. Radiotrons enable him to telephone over great distances with RCA equipment that can be bought from dealers at comparatively little expense.

Study the picture of the outfit shown on this and the preceding page. Also look over the RCA Catalogue and Instruction Book. Then order from your dealer.

10 Watt Radio Telephone Transmitter

For complete circuit and details of necessary apparatus to make up this radio telephone set see Fig. 1, page 11, RCA Catalogue which can be secured from your nearest dealer or by sending 25 cents direct to

SALES DIVISION, Suite 1801

Radio Corporation of America

233 BROADWAY—NEW YORK CITY

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
Radio Apparatus

Distributors of Reliable Radio Apparatus to Dealers, Schools, Colleges, Radio Clubs and Experimenters All Over the World!

"PITTSCO SERVICE"

SPECIALIZING ON

RADIO CORPORATION'S PRODUCTS

SEND US YOUR ORDERS!

AMPLIFIERS

No. DA Westinghouse, Detector and Transmitter in radio cabinet ..... $68.00
No. 1001H Grobe, three stages with automatic limiter and control jack ..... 50.00
No. 1002H Grobe, Det. and two stages with automatic fl. control jack ..... 75.00
No. 1034 Grobe, DET. and two stages in approved cabinet, Splendid value ..... 47.50

AMPLIFYING TRANSFORMERS

No. UV-172 Radio Corporation ..... 7.00
No. QO Clapp-Eastham, semi-mounted ..... 4.00
No. SO Claireb, new ..... 5.00
No. P-1 Gen. Radios, semi-adj. ..... 8.00

ANTENNA WIRE

"PitSCO" No. 14 Bonded copper (80 ft. per spool) ..... 41.00
500 ft. special value at ..... 2.25
"PitSCO" 1 strand No. 22 fine Bare copper per ft. ..... 0.01
600 ft. ..... 0.25
1000 ft. Special value at ..... 0.02
"PitSCO" 1 strand No. 20 Coated ..... 0.50
400 ft. special value at ..... 0.02

"U" BATTERIES

No. 9762 Standard 22.5 Volts, small ..... 1.50
No. 9765 Standard 22.5 Volts, large ..... 2.50
No. 9768 Standard 22.5 Volts, var. ..... 3.00
No. 9769 Standard 22.5 Volts, large, variable, 12 variations ..... 3.50
No. 9768 Rectified 22.5 Volts, large ..... 2.50
No. 9769 Rectified 22.5 Volts, large, variable, 12 variations ..... 3.00
No. 9772 Rectified 25.0 Volts, variable, 12 variations ..... 3.50
No. 9773 Rectified 25.0 Volts, large, variable, 12 variations ..... 3.50

COILS (Duo-Lateral)

DF-75 ..... 1.40
DF-100 ..... 1.80
DF-250 ..... 2.50
DF-500 ..... 3.50
DF-750 ..... 4.50
DF-1000 ..... 6.00
DF-2500 ..... 8.00

COIL MOUNTINGS

No. LC-160 DeForest 3 cell mounting with gecs, reduced price ..... 6.00
No. LC-101 DeForest 1 cell bobbin with gecs and wooden base ..... 9.50
No. 408 Reuter 3 cell mounting with base and extension handles ..... 4.50

CONDENSERS (For CW work)

No. UC-1014 Radio Corp. 0.01 MF. ..... 2.00
No. UC-1015 Radio Corp. 0.005 MF. ..... 1.00
No. UC-1016 Radio Corp. 0.0025 MF. ..... 0.50
No. UC-1017 Radio Corp. 0.001 MF. ..... 0.25
No. UC-1018 Radio Corp. 0.0005 MF. ..... 0.10

CONDENSERS (Grid and plate types)

No. UC-777 Radio Corp. 0.002 MF. ..... 1.00
No. UC-778 Radio Corp. 0.001 MF. ..... 0.50
No. UC-779 Radio Corp. 0.0005 MF. ..... 0.25
No. UC-780 Radio Corp. 0.0000 MF. ..... 0.10
No. UC-781 Radio Corp. Cond. mid. ..... 0.50

CONDENSERS (Filter type)

No. UC-1621 Radio Corp. 0.002 MF. ..... 1.00
No. UC-1622 Radio Corp. 0.001 MF. ..... 0.50
No. UC-1623 Radio Corp. 0.0005 MF. ..... 0.25
No. UC-1624 Radio Corp. Cond. mid. ..... 0.50

C. W. INDUCTANCES

No. UC-1664 Radio Corporation ..... 11.00
No. P-1 Acme special ..... 8.00

C. W. POWER TRANSFORMERS

No. 1638 Radio Corp. 250 watts ..... 25.00
No. UP-1619 Radio Corp. 225 Watts ..... 26.50
Acme 200 Watt 250-50 Watts Mfd. ..... 20.00
" 200 Watt 250-50 Watts Mfd. ..... 19.00

FILTER REACTORS

No. UP-1626 150 Milliamperes ..... 11.50
No. UP-1627 200 Milliamperes ..... 16.50

GRID LEADS

(Radio Corporation)

No. 1716 for 225 Volt Tubes ..... 1.00
No. UP-1718 for 250 Watt Tubes ..... 1.05
No. UP-1719 for 250 Watt Tubes ..... 1.10
No. UP-1720 for 250 Watt Tubes ..... 1.15
No. UP-1721 for 250 Watt Tubes ..... 1.20
No. UP-1722 for 250 Watt Tubes ..... 1.25

HOT WIRES

No. P-1 Roller-Smith 0-5 Amperes ..... 4.75
No. UP-6322 Radio Corp. 0-5 Amperes ..... 4.50
No. UP-6323 Radio Corp. 0-5 Amperes ..... 4.75

JACKS (Radio type)

No. 61 Parent open Jack ..... 0.75
No. 62 Parent windup Jack ..... 0.85
No. 63 Parent type No. 5 ...... 1.00
No. 65 Parent type No. 6 ...... 1.25
No. 66 Parent type No. 7 ...... 1.50

LOUD SPEAKERS

No. R-3 Radio Magnavoices, new type ..... 75.00
No. P-1 Vacuum, station type ..... 40.00
No. 400-V Federal Updownphone ..... 11.00

MASSIVE MODULATORs

No. UP-1643 6 to 15 Amperes ..... 9.50
No. UP-1644 15 to 30 Amperes ..... 12.50
No. UP-1645 30 to 60 Amperes ..... 17.00

RECEIVING SETS (Crystal)

"Aerobrat" for CW radiostation, complete with Brandes "Superior" phones ..... 25.00
"Radiobrat" DeForest complete with Brandes "Superior" phones ..... 25.00
"Radiobrat" DeForest complete without phones, splendid value ..... 7.50

RECTIFYING DEVICES

No. UV-210 Radio Corp. "Kenetron" 20-Watt type for 240 volts ..... 7.50
No. UV-211 Radio Corp. "Kenetron" ..... 7.50
No. UV-212 Radio Corp. "Kenetron" 50-Watt type for 240 volts ..... 28.50
No. P-1 DeForest 20 Watt Rectifier tube for use with 5 watt tubes. ..... 7.00

RECTIFYING DEVICES

(for AC Batteries)

No. P-1 Tungst, 5 amplifier type, complete with bulb. ..... 26.00
No. P-2 Tungst, 2 amplifier type with bulb. ..... 18.00
No. P-3 FP Battery Booster, 5 amp. type ..... 15.00

REGENERATIVE RECEIVERS

No. Chi Grobe "Relay Special" 175-600 meters ..... 65.00
No. Chi Grobe 175-600 meters, regenerative "complete set" ..... 85.00
No. Chi Grobe 175-1500 meters, regenerative set, latest style... ..... 80.00
No. Chi Grobe 175-3000 meters, regenerative set with det. and 2 stage amplifier, self contained, "A Master" ..... 125.00
No. RA Westinghouse, 180-700 meters, very selective, mahogany cabinet ..... 65.00
No. RC Westinghouse, RA receiver and DA Det. Amplifier combined in one cabinet, a splendid unit, complete ..... 135.00

TELEPHONES

No. 59 Murdock 3000 OHM double ..... 5.00
No. 58 Murdock 3000 OHM double ..... 5.00
No. CT-6 2500 Westinghouse 3000 OHM ..... 15.00
No. Brands, "Superior" with new head- ..... 8.00
No. Brands "Superior Type" with new head- ..... 14.00
No. Balderding Type C ..... 11.00
No. Balderding Type E ..... 13.00
No. Balderdings Type F ..... 14.00
No. Balderdings Type T ..... 15.00
No. Balderdings Type C unit only ..... 7.00
No. Federal A. and N. Type 2200 meters. ..... 10.00
No. Federal A. and N. Type 3200 meters. ..... 10.00

VACUUM TUBES

No. UV-200 Radiotube detector ..... 5.00
No. UV-201 Radiotube amplifier ..... 5.00
No. UV-202 Radiotube oscillator ..... 5.00
No. UV-203 Radiotube 50 watt ..... 20.00
No. UV-204 Radiotube 250 watt ..... 110.00

NOTES: All Radiotubes were sent with and guarantee prepaid anywhere in U.S. A.

Send us your orders for Radiotubes.

Pittsco Service Reaches All Over The World! Why Not Let It Reach You?

"Let PITTSCO' products, super-service and delivery solve your Radio problems"

"Pittsco" Service Reaches All Over The World! Why Not Let It Reach You?

F. D. Pitts Co., Inc.
12 Park Square, Boston, Mass. Dept. C.

Branch: Woolworth Bldg., 198 Westminster St., Providence, R. I.
Why MAGNAVOX Equipment Is Necessary in Your Set--

There is NO substitute for the RADIO MAGNAVOX. It is standard equipment, tested and approved by the radio fraternity, and no set now is complete without one. It supplies the means by which music, news, speeches, conversations, signals, etc., received by radio can be reproduced so loud and clear, and true to the original that any number of people may hear them and enjoy them simultaneously, depending on the amount of amplification.

Because the strength of sound depends on the amount of current in the movable coil, and the strength of the magnetic field, the effectiveness and volume of the MAGNAVOX can be greatly increased by hooking up with one of the new MAGNAVOX two or three stage POWER amplifiers. This assures the MAGNAVOX receiving the greatest possible power input because these amplifiers are designed to use transmitting tubes and high plate voltages. They are also designed especially for the amplification of music and speech, eliminating danger of distortion.

You will eventually have this equipment. Why postpone such enjoyment? MAGNAVOX equipment is simple and free from complex adjustments, and any one can hook it up and operate it without trouble. Nothing can take its place. See your dealer today and obtain maximum efficiency and results from your set.
Its Range Reaches Everywhere

The New Radio Station Heard Around the World

The range of the new Radio Central Station, at Rocky Point, L. I., is so great as to be heard around the world. It is the dream of communication engineers come true.

"The Promised Land" is the name professional operators have given to the New York Radio Central Station, on Long Island. When completed this station will be the largest and most powerful radio station in the world.

It will be equipped to work simultaneously with five other nations in widely separated and distant parts of the world, and will be epoch-making in the field of international communication.

A position at this station is the height of every operator's ambition, for it means unlimited opportunity to succeed and progress to higher, more responsible and better paying positions in the radio industry. So far as opportunity goes the successful future of these men is assured.

How about you?

Enrollments are coming in by every mail. Why aren't you one of the wideawake wireless men who have seen the new and greater opportunity opened to them by the Home Study Course, which is specially designed to land them one of the enviable jobs at the world's greatest radio station? NOW — not some later day — is the time to act!

The Radio Institute of America has been an established and successful institution for over fifteen years. The year round average attendance in its classrooms is now 298 students per month. It has trained over 6,000 men, 95% of whom have successfully engaged in this new branch of science and industry.

You, too, can be successful in this new field if you properly train yourself by means of the Home Study Course of the Institute. Radio offers an unlimited opportunity for future advancement—why not take advantage of it? Write for our booklet and further details—NOW.

HOME STUDY DIVISION

Radio Institute of America
(formerly Marconi Institute)

326 Broadway, New York
It’s on the Way

The Completely Revised Edition

How To Pass U. S. Government Wireless License Examinations

By Elmer E. Bucher

317 Questions and Answers

Here at last is the complete book to prepare you for your license exams. Everything is covered fully—Spark, CW and like it at any price.

And the “before printing” Price is still 75c.

Ready for delivery about Feb. 1st. Beginners should use this book as a study guide.

CONTENTS
Explanation of Electrical symbols—Definitions of Electrical terms.
1. Transmitting apparatus, spark types of the most modern design.
3. Storage Batteries, their maintenance, troubles, and repair.
4. Antennae or Aerials.
5. Receiving Apparatus for damped and undamped waves, including crystal detectors, vacuum tubes, oscillators, heterodyning, and amplifying circuits.
6. Undamped transmitters of the arc type, including construction, operation and maintenance and circuit diagrams of modern arc transmitters.
7. General information concerning operators licenses in grades and classes with requirements with regard to percentage required for passing technical examinations and speed required in code. Practical equations for Radio Telegraphy—Equations for Ordinary Power Work.

You need this new edition to successfully meet the new requirements. Size 6½ x 9¾. Fully illustrated.

Special
Include a year’s subscription to THE WIRELESS AGE with your order at only $2.00 instead of $2.50, the regular price.

Advance Order

Date

WIRELESS PRESS, INC.
326 Broadway, New York.

As soon as published send me a copy of the new and revised edition of “How to Pass U. S. Govt. Wireless License Exams.”

I am enclosing $......... and accept the offer checked below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOOK</th>
<th>ALONE</th>
<th>Book and 1 year’s subscription in $2.75</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before Printing price</td>
<td>75c</td>
<td>Wireless Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POSTAGE outside U. S. 50c extra.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Name
Street
City
State
Call

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
"The Watch Dog of the Tube"

This announcement is of vital interest to every Radio Amateur who desires to

(a) Obtain the best possible results from his tubes, and
(b) Secure maximum life with minimum replacement of his tubes.

Weston

is a name known all over the world, wherever electrical measuring instruments are used. Weston Instruments are the universally accepted standards of precision and workmanship. This could not very well be otherwise, because the founder and President of the Company, Dr. Edward Weston, originated the art of electrical measurement as it is practiced today; he and a staff of the most expert instrument engineers have been constantly perfecting Weston Instruments for the past thirty-three years. It is noteworthy that the Company has thus contributed practically every improvement or advancement to the art.

These facts are worthy of careful consideration when instrument purchases are contemplated. The price of Weston Instruments, because of their quality of workmanship, is necessarily a trifle more than the prices established by other instrument manufacturers, but is very little more than the cost of a new tube.

The Weston line of Radio Instruments comprises Voltmeters, Milliammeters, Ammeters and Antennas Ammeters.

These are facts of exceeding interest because whether you prefer to use an ammeter for controlling the filament current of your tubes, or whether you are following the later practice of filament voltage control, you can procure a suitable Weston Instrument at slightly more than the cost of a single tube.

The use of an accurate voltmeter for filament voltage control should prolong the life of your tube by an amount at times reaching 300 per cent. Compare such a result with guesswork or with control with an instrument upon which you cannot positively rely.

Each Weston Instrument will last a lifetime, with reasonable care, and will provide a constant means of proper regulation for receiving, amplifying or transmitting tubes.

Remember, there are Weston Instruments available for every Receiving or Transmitting requirement.

Tell your dealer you want a Weston Instrument and write to us for Radio Circular "J", so that it may be forwarded to you as soon as it is received from the press. If your dealer cannot immediately supply your needs write to us, giving his name and address, and we will furnish what you need from our stock. Address

Radio Department

Weston Electrical Instrument Company
27 Weston Ave., Waverly Park, Newark, N. J.

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
RADIO INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
(formerly Marconi Institute)
98 Worth Street, New York City (Third Floor) Telephone Franklin 6245

AMERICA'S FOREMOST SCHOOL for Instruction in Radio Telegraphy

SPARK — ARC — VACUUM TUBE TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION — RADIO TELEPHONY

Our Instruction Covers the Entire Radio Field
Our Graduates Cover the Entire World

Practical Training Quickest Results Smallest Cost

Afternoon and Evening Classes Throughout the Year. Prospectus Mailed on Request. Address all Inquiries to Director

Investigate our class for amateurs at reduced rates

Branch School
New Call Building, New Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

LEARN WIRELESS At Home

The Demand for Good Wireless Operators Far Exceeds the Supply

The N Y. Wireless Institute will make you an operator—AT HOME—in your spare time—quickly, easily and thoroughly. No previous training or experience required. Our Home Study Course was prepared by L. H. Krannm, formerly Chief Radio Inspector, Bureau of Navigation, New York. Our experts are able to impart practical and technical knowledge to you in an easy to understand way—will direct your entire course. The graded lessons mailed to you will prove so fascinating that you will be eager for the next one. The instruments furnished free, will make it easy to learn the Code as it was to learn to talk. All you will have to do, is listen.

Big Salaries

Wireless operators receive excellent salaries ranging from $125 to $200 a month and it is easy a stepping stone to better positions. There is no limit to your earning power. Men who but yesterday were Wireless Operators are now holding positions as Radio Engineers, Radio Inspectors, Radio Salesmen at salaries up to $5000 a year.

FREE Instruments

AND TEXT BOOKS

The wonderful set for learning the code furnished free with our course. To furnish free to all students, during the course, the wonderful receiving and sending set secretly as produced in the illustration. This set is not loaned but given to all students completing the course.

The Transmitter shown is the celebrated Marconi used by several Deparments of the U. S. Government and by the leading Universities, Colleges, Technical and Telephographic Schools throughout the U. S. and Canada. Start the transmitter, place the codes to your ear and this remarkable invention will send your Wireless Messages, the same as though you were receiving them through the air, from a Wireless Station hundreds of miles away.

Then you apply for your License, the U. S. Government will test you with the Oscillograph—the same model Oscillograph as we furnish to our students. Ask any U. S. Radio Inspector to verify this.

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
Lowest-Priced of Precision Condensers
FARADON UC-1820

1. Molded Bakelite Dial and Knob by which one or a "bank" of condensers may be operated.
2. Panel or Bench Mounting.
3. Minimum Capacity .00004 mfd.
   Maximum .006 mfd.
4. Die-cast Frame insuring rugged and permanent assembly.
5. Exceedingly low losses.
6. Corrugated Insulators to provide long creepage path.
7. A "bank" of condensers can be built up by nesting shaft of one unit in socket of another.
8. Die-cast Plates extremely rigid.
9. Two or more units in series or parallel controlled from one knob.
10. Contact Clips permit insertion of RCA Standard Tubular Condenser or RCA Standard Grid-Leak.

Here is the Faradon UC-1820, the sturdy, inexpensive, accurate, variable condenser for which amateurs have been waiting.

No other condenser has these advantages:
1. Units may be stacked simply by removing the dial of one and nesting its shaft in the socket of another. The maximum capacity of a single unit is .0006 mfd. Two units in parallel have a combined capacity of .0012 mfd. Connected in series the two have a maximum capacity of .0003 mfd. and will withstand double the voltage of a single unit.
2. Contact Clips permit the insertion of either RCA Standard Tubular Condenser or RCA Standard Grid-Leak, thus making the unit of universal value. The addition of the tubular fixed condensers gives very wide ranges of capacity.
3. Because of the die-cast construction there can be no warping of plates.

No air condenser ever made before has the compactness, the accuracy, the wide range, the sturdiness, and the general utility of FARADON UC-1820.

Price $7.50.

Place your order with your dealer or write to Sales Division, Suite 1801

Radio Corporation of America
233 BROADWAY—NEW YORK CITY
THE WIRELESS EXPERIMENTER'S MANUAL
E. E. Bucher

THIS IS THE BOOK YOU WANT
It will answer all your questions about wireless telephony and telegraphy.
Written Especially for Amateurs by one of the foremost authorities.
Complete instructions for
CONSTRUCTING
INSTALLING
OPERATING
A COMPLETE TRANSMITTING AND RECEIVING STATION INCLUDING THE RADIOPHONE
Cloth 6 1/4" x 9 3/4". 340 Pages. Fully illustrated.

Price $2.25
IF YOUR DEALER WON'T SUPPLY YOU, ORDER DIRECT FROM
WIRELESS PRESS, INC.
326-28 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

Other Wireless Press Books
Practical Wireless Telegraphy—Bucher.......................... 2.25
Vacuum Tubes in Wireless Communication ..................... 2.27
How to Conduct a Radio Club .................................... 2.50
How to Pass U. S. Government Wireless License Exams ....... 2.75
Practical Amateur Wireless Stations, White .................... 2.75
Radio Telephony, Goldsmith ................................... 2.50
Sound Method of Learning the Code, White .................... 2.50
Prepared Radio Measurements, Bucher ......................... 2.98
Radio Instruments and Measurements ........................ 1.75
Murdock Real Radio Receivers have delivered complete satisfaction, on a "money-back" basis for 14 years. Those years of experience have so simplified and perfected our production that there are today no receivers quite so good at so low a price.

The latest Murdock achievement, the No. 56 Receiver, is a highly sensitive instrument which retains all the rugged strength of previous types. Important features are, the improved comfortable headband, the "Murdock-Moulded" ear pieces shaped to exclude outside noise, and the riveting of all parts into one durable unit.

All models of Murdock receivers are sold with free trial offer and money-back guarantee. Use them in direct comparison to any other phones for 14 days. Make any test you wish. Then at the end of the two weeks, if the Murdock Phones are not entirely satisfactory, return them and your money will be refunded!

Many of the complete "ready-to-operate" wireless sets now on the market include Murdock Phones as standard equipment; if the set you buy does not, be sure to get a set of Murdock receivers to complete your station. We strongly urge you to go to your dealer, and convince yourself of the quality of Murdock receivers, by actual examination, before you buy.

Murdock Phones are the standard bearer for a complete line of "Made-by-Murdock" radio parts and instruments. This includes the famous Murdock condensers, couplers and variometers, and the new Murdock Rheostat at $1.00.

Send for Free catalogue.

Wm. J. Murdock Co., 50 Carter St., Chelsea, Mass.
WORLD WIDE WIRELESS

International Radio Station in Brazil

ANNOUNCEMENT that plans have been completed for an international radio central at Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, which will be modelled upon the plans of the big American radio station on Long Island, was made by E. F. W. Alexander, wireless expert for the General Electric Company and Chief Engineer of the Radio Corporation of America.

Mr. Alexander, who has just returned from a conference with radio engineers from the United States, Britain, France and Germany, said the monster station would be constructed by the International Radio Company and that a sub-station would be built at Para.

Goldsmith Comments on Amateur Transatlantic Achievement

PROFESSOR Alfred N. Goldsmith, head of the radio and electrical departments of the College of the City of New York, commented on the success of the six wireless amateurs at Greenwich, Conn., who succeeded in transmitting a message to Ardrasosan, Scotland, spanning the Atlantic with the feeble power and short wavelength to which amateurs are restricted by law.

"This feat has aroused the keenest interest among the 100,000 or more wireless enthusiasts in this country," said Professor Goldsmith.

"If the British radio regulations for amateurs were not stricter than those of the United States, the boys in England might accomplish similar feats."

"Due to the strict British laws, however, the British amateurs are confined at present to reception only, and the sending must be done from this side."

Prof. Goldsmith compared the picking up of the feeble signals in Scotland to the perception by the eye of the rays of an ordinary electric bulb at a distance of 3,000 miles. This, he asserted, would give an intimation of the extraordinary sensitiveness of the receiving instruments which picked up the amateur signals abroad.

"The power used by the wireless amateurs in transmission is not much more than that used by a large electric bulb," he said. "The only difference is that the light rays are visible to the human eye, while the radio energy is not and must be recorded by electrical instruments which convert them into sounds that may be recognized by the human ear."

Radio Call Brings Doctor by Airplane

A PHYSICIAN at the Naval Air Station went by airplane from Norfolk to Hatteras, N. C., 130 miles, to take medical aid to the wife of a naval radio operator at the North Carolina station.

Hatteras is two hours from Norfolk by air, but it is three days from here by overland route. The naval radio station there has no physician, but a hospital man gives such medical attention as he can.

He sent a wireless message for a doctor, reporting that the wife of one of the operators was seriously ill. Lieutenant L. B. Stump left the Norfolk air station, carrying Dr. Angel as a passenger. The doctor found the patient suffering from pneumonia, for which he prescribed and gave instruction as to treatment.

Radio Station North of the Arctic Circle

A WIRELESS station has been established on an Arctic island, according to "The Daily News." The intrepid party of scientists who set out to establish a wireless observatory on the lonely island of Jan Meyen, in the North Atlantic, 300 miles north of the Arctic Circle, have now erected their wireless station and are sending out daily reports of the weather.

The party consists of a group of Cambridge naturalists, a representative of the Norwegian Weather Service, the secretary of the International Glacier Commission and a German wireless operator. They left Bergen, Norway, in two boats laden with wood for huts, a complete wireless installation, and oil fuel to work it, and a set of meteorological instruments.
No one has before stayed long on this cold island, the average temperature of which throughout the year is below the freezing point, but during the last century a rough map of the island, showing a glacier-covered mountain at one end, a fresh-water lake and several tiny harbors, was drawn by an Austrian explorer.

The object of the experiments is to give warning of storms sweeping toward Europe from the polar regions to fishermen and shipping generally.

Radiophone Studio Destroyed

The Broadcasting Studio of the Wireless Age in Newark, N. J., was destroyed by fire on the night of January 17. It was caused by a flashlight discharge. The fire occurred at the close of a special performance, and for a time endangered the lives of several hundred people who had attended the concert.

At the close of the performance, which featured Ida Gertrude Wheeler, soloist, and Edna Rockwell, accompanist, a photographer sought to take a flashlight photograph of the principals. They consented and took positions near the screen. When the flashlight was discharged, burning specks of powder flew in all directions and set the screen on fire. The performers narrowly escaped.

In less than a minute the entire screen was alight and the crowd, which was leaving the studio, began to fight for exits. A general alarm was sounded and the company's fire department reported. In a short time they succeeded in getting the fire under control before it spread beyond the studio. Valuable Vocalion records and two pianos were destroyed.

The damage was estimated at $7,000.

International Radio Congress Planned

A PROPOSAL for a congress of French, Belgian, English and American radiologists which would be held next year in Paris, was put before personnel has orders to speed up the lightning service.

The first message was filed in the main telegraph office at Berlin at 9 o'clock in the morning, transmitted at 9.03, receipt acknowledged at 9.05, and telephoned to addressee at 9.10.

Army Gives Up Wire for Radio

As a means of economy the United States Army is communicating most of its messages between stations by radio instead of telegraph, it has been announced at Second

An interesting exhibit at the Radio Convention held in San Francisco. In the case at the right a Marconi coherer and a modern radiophone were exhibited, showing the old and the new methods of radio reception. On a table behind the show case was shown a Marconi magnetic detector and an old-time tube equipped with a crystal detector in striking contrast to the present highly efficient vacuum tube receiver units.

Radiological Society of North America, at its meeting in Chicago, III. Dr. A. E. Barclay of Manchester, England, suggested the international meeting.

The proposal has met with favor from the members and plans for formal action toward its realization are being launched.

Berlin "Lightning Wireless" Service

"Lightning wireless service" was inaugurated recently between Berlin and Hamburg. Technically termed "Blitzfunk" or "lightning spark," the dispatches are to take precedence at a tenfold rate over all other wireless traffic, and the Corps Headquarters, Governor's Island, New York.

The radio messages are sent and received by soldier operators of the Signal Corps, and as this organization is plentifully equipped with radio sets, the hundreds of messages necessary to the administration of the army now cost the government nothing except the time of the soldiers involved and the slight costs of operation.

Radiograms are sent daily from every army headquarters to posts and stations in the vicinity which are equipped to receive the messages. Second Corps area, for example, is in daily communication by radio with Puerto Rico and with the forts and stations adjacent to New York. The latest post to be equipped...
with radio has been the U. S. Military Academy at West Point.

In order to keep a supply of trained operators on hand for the administration of the radio stations the U. S. Army General Recruiting Service is now recruiting young men who will be trained as radio operators and put to work handling the new system.

**Private Radio Stations in France**

**EVERY** French manufacturer can now have a private wireless telephone system connecting his factories with the central office in Paris, thanks to the decision of the French Ministry to commercialize the recent wireless successes.

Whether this will be followed by general permission to install wireless telegraph apparatus on tops of Paris buildings on the payment of a substantial fee remains doubtful. It is evident, however, that the Government will not let anything stand in the way of obtaining new revenues, and as there is no longer any need for French censorship of either incoming or outgoing messages it is suggested that the time is not far distant when Paris correspondents will have direct communication with their newspapers across the Atlantic, each with a special calling signal and wave length assigned to him by the French Government.

The cost of maintaining land wires here is understood to have delayed the general use of the telephone, and, indeed, it is rarely that one finds a telephone in a private residence outside of Paris. But the extension of the wireless system promises to change all this. The Government is willing to rent the wireless apparatus at a rate of $25 a year a mile of communication involved and an additional $2 a year a mile to cover all expenses of repair and the maintenance of communication free from the interference of other wireless users. This is ridiculously cheap when the cost of installation of an ordinary telephone in a private home or office today is almost $100, with a yearly subscription, as the French call it, of $70.

Of course the Government's offer does not apply except in connecting up two stations, but business men are confident that once the ground is broken it will develop into an auxiliary system that will grow so rapidly as to oust the present inefficient organization.

**German Radio Plant in Argentina**

A **NEW** powerful German wireless station has been constructed at Monte Grande, in the Province of Buenos Ayres, and successfully tested. Messages were received from stations 15,000 kilometres distant in the course of the tests. A code message being transmitted from San Francisco to Tokyo was picked up.

The station has been installed over an area of 569 hectares (approximately 1,400 acres). When completed, it will consist of six big towers, each of which is to be 210 metres high (approximately 690 feet). It is asserted that the station will be able to communicate with points all over the world. Service is to be started about the middle of next year for receiving, and in February, 1925, for sending.

**Isle of Yap Radio Regulations**

**UNDER** the treaty, or convention, between the United States and Japan relating to the Island of Yap and the mandated islands of the Pacific, over which Japan has the mandate, the United States secures the rights of cable and wireless privileges, for which it has contended since the treaty of Versailles was drawn up. Japan retains the administrative control over the island.

The Yap cable and wireless rights are given by the new treaty to the American and Japanese governments and their nationals alike, on terms of equality. These rights are regarded as particularly important because of the position of Yap, in the center of the Pacific group to the south of Japan.

**Radio Relieves Distress at Sea**

**A WIRELESS dispatch received at Queenstown, Ireland, reported that a fire on board the Dutch freight steamship Sommelsdyk, which during the day had caused the vessel to send out calls for aid, had been extinguished and the vessel was proceeding on her voyage to Rotterdam.**

The Sommelsdyk, which is a freighter, left Baltimore December 20, and after touching at Newport News, proceeded for Rotterdam.

Wireless messages received at Boston reported the United States Shipping Board steamer Mount Evans in distress 600 miles east of Boston. The vessel was without fuel oil the radio said.

Charleston Navy Yard officials expressed the belief that the vessel had been taken in tow, but had as yet received no word to that effect.

The Mount Evans was bound from Antwerp to New York with a valuable cargo. She carries a crew of fifty officers and men.

A radio message sent to the United States Line offices, New York City, by Captain A. B. Randall of the steamship Hudson reported the rescue of six members of the crew of the French schooner Reine des Mers in a heavy storm after the captain had been washed overboard. The schooner was laden with salt cod and ling fish from St. Pierre and Miquelon, whence she sailed on December 27 for Bordeaux. The rescued seamen landed in New York aboard the Hudson.

**MacMillan in the Arctic Greeted by Radio**

**DONALD B. MacMILLAN, the arctic explorer, supposed to be frozen in at his winter base 1500 miles north of Boston, off the West Coast of Baffin Land, has been given a life membership in the Theta Delta Chi Founders' Corporation. Through the co-operation of the Carnegie Institution of Washington and the courtesy of the director of Naval Communications of the United States Navy Department, a wireless message was sent to Dr. MacMillan, apprising him of the gift.**
Radiophone Broadcasting Station WDY

General Description of Station, Transmitting Set, Antenna Installation and Artists' Studio

The radiophone broadcasting station of the Radio Corporation of America at Roselle Park, New Jersey, call letters WOY, has been in operation every week day night since December 15th. During the time the station has been in operation several thousand letters have been received requesting information as to the details of the station, the type of set used, the size of the antenna and everything else that can be imagined to be of interest to the thousands of listeners who have enjoyed the informal programs broadcasted by this station.

While nothing would give more pleasure than the writing of a personal reply to all of these letters, this of course, has been impossible and this article is therefore written with the idea of covering the inquiries contained in the large number of letters received.

WDY station is located in the General Electric Company's plant, formerly the old Marconi plant in the Aldene section of Roselle Park, New Jersey. It is about sixteen miles due west from New York City, in the central part of the state of New Jersey.

Two steel lattice towers each 175 feet high and 20 feet square at the base support a six wire cage type antenna 10 inches in diameter. These towers are 200 feet apart. The antenna is of the multiple-tuned type and has two cage leads, one of which is connected to the center of the horizontal part of the antenna, being connected through a tuning coil to ground. The other lead which is connected to one end of the horizontal portion of the antenna leads down to the set in the station. Both of these leads are of cage type, 4 inches in diameter. This multiple tuning of the antenna gives much greater efficiency on the short wave of 360 meters than would be true of any other type of antenna arrangement. The antenna current of the station is between 8 and 10 amperes.

The power for the station is furnished by the Public Service Corporation of New Jersey and goes into the power room at 2200 volts, a phase. This alternating current is used to drive the A. C.-D. C. motor-generator from which current for the D. C. motor-generator of the set itself is secured. An auxiliary A. C.-D. C. set is also installed and this draws power directly from the A. C. supply.

The radio set is of General Electric Company manufacture. The filaments of all tubes are lighted with A. C. which is supplied from a special winding on the radio motor-generator set.

The voltage of the generator which supplies the plate potential for the large tubes used in the set is 2,000 D. C. Four 250 watt radio-trons UV-204 are used in the set itself, two as power tubes, or oscillators, and two as modulators. A 50 watt tube is used as a speech amplifier in connection with a system of 5 watt tubes used as modulation amplifiers, the latter in turn receiving their energy...
from several microphones of special type placed about the room at desirable points. By means of a set of resistances in the modulation amplifier circuit it is possible to regulate voice and music modulation to any degree desired.

WDY is really not a radio station—it is a studio. It is of hexagonal shape furnished in blue and gold draperies; the carpets and rugs carry out the same color scheme. This color scheme is also carried further in the lighting arrangements, a large chandelier in the center of the studio giving a soft, mellow light to the whole place.

By referring to the illustration it will be seen that on one side of the studio is a Knabe-Ampico piano which is used for piano selections and accompaniments. On the other side will be seen an Edison re-creation phonograph.

The radio set used at WDY shows up clearly in the illustration.

An interesting feature of the station is a large map of the United States which hangs in the foyer of the studio. Tacks have been placed on this map on points from which reports of the reception of the music and speech from the station have been reported and examination of this map shows that the extreme range of the station extends from points in Eastern Canada to Porto Rico, Cuba and Florida Peninsula and as far west as Omaha, Nebraska.

The staff of the station consists of J. Andrew White, editor of THE WIRELESS AGE, who is in charge of all programs. On opera nights Mr. White takes entire charge and handles the descriptive part of the programs which are regularly broadcasted from this station. J. O. Smith is in charge of the operation of the station and does all of the regular announcing. R. H. Ranger and E. V. Amy are the radio engineers of the station.

The character of the programs broadcasted from WDY have been different from any others heretofore broadcasted and have created an untold amount of interest and enthusiasm on the part of listeners throughout the territory covered by the station. These programs will continue, as in the past, and it is planned to broadcast a high grade form of entertainment from the station in the future.

Until further notice WDY will be operated on Monday, Wednesday and Friday nights, WJZ station of the Westinghouse Company working the other four nights of the week.

Occasionally there will be talks by well-known people on popular subjects, beginning at approximately 7 p.m. Regular hour of operation will be from 8 to 10 p.m. WDY will hereafter broadcast time signals at 10 p.m. and official weather reports immediately afterward on the nights on which it is operated.

As a general rule, the Monday night programs will consist of vocal and instrumental selections by well known artists of the operatic, concert and vaudeville stage.

Wednesday night will be opera night, when interpretative performances of the popular operas will be given.

"Friday nights will be the regular "party" nights, when those informal parties so well known and liked by the general public will be held.

The number of letters received by the Radio Corporation with reference to the programs of WDY has been so great that it has been physically impossible to reply to them individually. The fact that it was not possible to reply to all such letters individually might appear to some of these persons who so kindly responded to the request for criticism of the programs that their letters had not been appreciated. As a matter of fact, however, all such letters have been greatly appreciated and they have all been given proper consideration in planning programs for the future. In fact, whether or not they realize it, the writers of these letters have really been the means of determining future policies of broadcasting, insofar as type of entertainment is concerned.

For many of the singers and players who have entertained great radio audiences from WDY, by radio, for the first time, the event was not only an unusual undertaking but really an ordeal. They could visualize the great audience, all right, but could not, of course, know whether or not they were pleasing that audience. These artists are making it possible to send the best in entertainment into the homes in the city, the suburbs, towns, villages, hamlets, and, even on isolated farms, and the great unseen audience whom they entertain can expect to have this music, speech and entertainment sent into the home, if it continues to show appreciation in the future as it has in the past, by letters. If there is no appreciation, there will be very little incentive to artists to entertain. Talented artists will be interested in entertaining the public via radio in the proportion that the great radio public responds in appreciation of their efforts.
The UV-217 Kenotron—Its Operation and Application

By W. R. G. Baker
Radio Engineer, General Electric Company

In a preceding article we considered the operation and application of the Kenotron UV-216. This device was considered in particular as a means of supplying high voltage direct current to radiotrons UV-202. It is now proposed to continue our consideration of Kenotrons, and particularly the application of model UV-217, as a source of high voltage direct current supply for Radiotron UV-203.

Kenotron UV-217 has an overall height of approximately 7½ inches and a maximum diameter of 2 inches. The plate (anode) is of sheet molybdenum about 5 mils thick, which is formed into an oval box 1¼ inches high and 1½ inches wide. The distance between the parallel sides of the box is about 5 inches. The "W" shaped filament (cathode) is of ductile tungsten wire about 10 mils in diameter and 3½ inches long. The glass container is of special heat resisting glass. These elements are clearly shown in figure 1. The complete Kenotron is illustrated in figure 2 and the UV-203 Radiotron in figure 3.

As with Kenotron UV-216 the first characteristic to be considered is the relation between the filament current (or volts) and the plate current. This characteristic is obtained by using the circuit connections shown in figure 4 under the condition that the plate potential is maintained at a value sufficiently great to withdraw to the plate all the electrons emitted by the filament. The saturation current characteristic is shown in figure 5. This characteristic, as we have found, depends upon the emission of electrons from the heated filament. In general the factors regulating the rate of emission from the filament are:
1. Area of filament.
2. Filament temperature.
3. Filament material.
4. Nature of gas if any is present.
5. Pressure of gas.

The relation between the saturation current can be expressed by the equation:

\[ i = \frac{A}{\sqrt{T_e - b}} \]

where "A" and "b" depend upon the filament material. "T" is the absolute temperature (degrees centigrade — 273) and "I" the saturation current per unit of filament area. When the filament is of tungsten and a perfect vacuum is assumed the value of "A" is \(23.6 \times 10^9\) and "b" about 52,500, in which case "I" is expressed in milliamperes per square centimeter. As a comparison, the value of "A" for molybdenum has been found to be about \(21.0 \times 10^9\) and "b" about 50,000. One ampere represents a passage of \(6.28 \times 10^{18}\) electrons per second.

In the type of Kenotron illustrated by the UV-217 factors, Nos. 4 and 5 do not have any appreciable effect due to the high degree of evacuation.

The \(I_p - E_p\) and \(I_p - E_r\) or the volt ampere characteristics are obtained as with the UV-216 and are shown in figures 6 and 7. Figure 6 illustrates the limitation of current due to the temperature, that is, with a given filament voltage the current between the filament and plate increases with increased values of \(E_p\) until \(I_p\) equals the saturation current at that filament temperature. Theoretically any further increase in plate potential should result in no further increases in \(I_p\).

It will be noted that the plate current does continue to increase slightly and this apparent discrepancy will be considered later.

Figure 7 shows the effect of the space charge in limiting the electron current. An inspection of these curves shows that as the temperature \((E_r)\) of the filament is increased \(I_p\) at first
increases and then tends to become constant. Also that the temperature (filament voltage) at which the plate current becomes limited is increased as the plate voltage is increased. This limiting effect is due to the electrostatic field produced by the electrons emitted from the filament. The effect of this field is to repel the movement of electrons from the filament to the plate. When the plate voltage \( E_p \) is increased, the strength of this field is reduced, since some of the electrons that established the repelling effect, are drawn to the plate. We find, therefore, that the electron current is limited not only by the temperature of the filament, but also by the space charge effect.

In comparing the characteristic curves of the UV-216 and UV-217 Kenotrons we see that the curves, while quite similar, differ to some extent. It is, therefore, desirable to consider the cause and effect of the shape of the characteristic curves. It is assumed that the reader of this article has read the previous article on Kenotron UV-216.

The principal factors effecting the shape of the characteristic curve of the Kenotron are—

1. Space charge.
2. Velocity of the electrons.
3. Voltage drop through the filament.
4. Electron emission.

In order to obtain a physical conception of the space charge effect on the characteristic curve, let us consider the distribution of potential between the filament and plate of a Kenotron. We shall assume that the filament and plate are equipotential surfaces of infinite area and that the electrons emerge from the filament with zero velocity.

Considering the circuit conditions shown in figure 4, if we reduce the temperature of the filament until no electrons are emitted and plot a curve showing the drop of potential through the tube, we have the straight line as shown in curve 1, figure 8. If now we increase the temperature of the filament by increasing the filament voltage the potential distribution between the filament and plate is modified. The electrons emitted by the filament may be considered to produce a negative potential throughout a portion of the space between the filament and plate, and especially in the neighborhood of the filament. Now if in the section 0 to 1 the negative potential due to the electrons was just sufficient to balance the positive potential due to the applied voltage, it is evident that the resultant of these two opposing potentials must be zero, so that the curve coincides with the horizontal line, as shown in curve 2. This same effect occurs in section 1 to 2 but to a lesser degree, with the result that curve 2 while slightly depressed begins to rise. The effect of any further increase in filament temperature would be to depress a portion of the curve below the line of zero potential.

Based on these considerations of the space charge effect the characteristic curve of the Kenotron should be as shown by curve 1 in figure 9. From 0 to A the current between the filament and plate varies as the \( \frac{3}{2} \) power of the plate voltage and is dependent upon the space charge effect. The horizontal portion of the curve represents the saturation current, that is, all the electrons emitted by the filament are drawn to the plate. The saturation current is shown in figure 5 for various filament temperatures (filament voltage).

We assumed in considering the effect of the space charge on the characteristic curve that the electrons were emitted at zero velocity. Actually the electrons are emitted throughout a considerable range of velocities, which results in a modification of curve 1, figure 9. The effect of the initial velocity of the electrons is to accentuate the depression of the curves shown in figure 8. We may consider that the initial velocity permits the emitted electrons to move further away from the filament against the opposing force of the field set up by electrons already in the space between the filament and plate. Under some conditions the po-
potential distribution between filament and plate might approach that represented by curve 3, figure 8.

Curve 2, figure 9, represents the effect of the initial velocity of the electrons, which causes the curve to assume a position to the left of curve 1, throughout the lower portion of the curve. This indicates that the effect of the initial velocity is to increase the current between the filament and plate, especially at low plate voltages. This is, of course, what might be expected, since the effect of the initial velocity is to assist the plate voltage in drawing the electrons to the plate.

A potential drop through the filament is the limitation of emission from the filament as the plate voltage assumes values corresponding to the upper section of the curve. This limitation of emission results in the gradual bending over of curve 3 as shown by the dotted curve 4, figure 9.

Considering now the curve shown in figure 6 for $E_p = 10$ volts. We have found that the lower portion of this curve varies from the theoretical curve due to initial velocities and the potential drop through the filament. Also that the upper section is materially affected by the limitation of electron emission from the filament. An additional point to be noted is that the curves in figure 6 do not actually become parallel to the $E_p$ axis as would be expected from wholly theoretical considerations. Instead of becoming level they continue to rise gradually as the plate voltage is increased. One reason for this effect is the increase in filament temperature due to heat radiated from the plate. We know that as the plate voltage is increased the electrons are drawn to the plate with a greater velocity. This electronic bombardment of the plate causes it to heat up. As the temperature of the plate increases the heat radiated to the filament becomes sufficient to increase the temperature of this element. This increase in temperature results in somewhat greater emission, hence a gradual increase in plate current beyond the knee of the curve.

Inspection of figure 6 indicates that curves for the higher filament voltages show a greater tendency to increase, after the saturated condition has been reached, than those for low filament voltages. This is due to the fact that the greater emission, when the higher filament voltages are used, results in a more severe bombardment of the plate, hence a higher plate temperature and more heat radiation to the filament.

The action and application of a Kenotron under various conditions may be illustrated by assuming the space charge effect equivalent to a counter electromotive force located within the Kenotron. The circuit arrangement based on this assumption is shown in figure 10. The circuit constants within the dotted circle represent the internal impedance and internal e.m.f. of the Kenotron. $e_f$ represents the space charge effect which has been found to limit the flow of electrons from the filament to the plate, hence we may represent this effect by a potential in opposition to that of the plate potential.

We have found that the volt-ampere or $I_p - E_p$ characteristic of the Kenotron is, in general, made up of three sections. We will consider only the approximately straight line portion of the characteristic. The portion of the characteristic in which we are interested is indicated by A.B.
figure II, where the line has been extended to cut the \(e_o\) axis at the point \(A\), resulting in the intercept \(OA\). This intercept represents the value of \(e_i\).

We require the equation of this straight line. The equation of the straight line may be expressed in terms of the co-ordinates of any two points on the line and the slope. Hence if \(X, Y\) and \(X', Y'\) are the co-ordinates of any two points and \(m\) the slope of the line, we have the equation:

\[
Y - Y' = M(X - X')
\]

If now the point \(B\) has co-ordinates \((e_p, ip)\) corresponding to \(X, Y\), and the point \(A\) co-ordinates \((e_1, o)\) corresponding to \((X_1, Y_1)\) we have:

\[
i_p = \frac{Y - Y'}{X - X'} = M
\]

This ratio represents a conductance and is sometimes called the conductance of the Kenotron.

If we consider the actual characteristic and take the ratio — over a considerable portion of the curve we find that the apparent conductance of the Kenotron varies with \(e_p\). Hence, in order to permit calculation we must determine the ratio — for a very small section on the straight line portion of the curve. The conductance — and counter e.f.m. \((e_i)\) obtained in this manner may then be considered instantaneous values.

Let us consider the \(I_p - E_p\) curve (figure 6) obtained when the filament voltage was maintained at 10 and determine how the apparent conductance or its reciprocal, the apparent resistance, varies.

The following tabulation indicates how \(r_1\) varies with \(E_p\).
crease or decrease in \( i_p \) and \( e_p \), respectively.

If we insert a resistance of 1000 ohms in the plate circuit and provide a source \( E \) of 321 volts in the plate circuit, the current through the Kenotron will be \( 0.171 \) amperes. Since 1000 x \( 0.171 = 171 \) volts represents the drop across the load resistance, we have \( 321 - 171 \) volts applied to the plate. From the characteristic we find that \( i_p = 0.171 \) amperes when \( E_p = 150 \) volts. Or we may proceed on the following basis:

\[
\text{Substituting } e_f = 28.7 \text{ in the above we have }
\]

\[
i_p = \frac{321 - 28.7}{1710} = \frac{292.3}{1710} = 0.171 \text{ amperes}
\]

The value of \( e_f \) may be determined by the use of figure 11. Assume that point B represents the condition where \( e_f = 170 \) volts so that \( i_p = 0.199 \) amperes. If now we find the value of \( A \) C we can then determine \( O A \), since \( O C = 170 \) volts. We know the slope to be \( -1 \), hence

\[
A \text{ C} = \frac{199}{710} = 141.3 \text{ volts}
\]

The application of Kenotron UV-217 is essentially the same as that of UV-216. Load characteristics of UV-217 are shown in figures 12, 13, 14 and 15. These characteristics were obtained with the circuits for full and half wave rectification illustrated in figures 16 and 17. A comparison of the load characteristics with the rating of the UV-217 shows that this device is conservatively rated.

The transformer indicated in the circuits shown in figures 16 and 17 was designed for use with Kenotron UV-217 and Radiotron UV-203. This unit which is known as Type UP-1016 (figures 18 and 19) has three secondary windings, one for the Kenotron filament, one for the Radiotron filaments and the third for supplying the high voltage alternating current to the Kenotron plates. The Kenotron filament winding has sufficient capacity for two UV-217 Kenotrons. This winding is very carefully insulated since the Kenotron filaments assume a value equal to the plate voltage during the part of the cycle the tube is non-conductive. The Radiotron filament winding has a capacity sufficient to supply filament energy to two UV-203 Radiotrons. Both Kenotron and Radiotron filament windings are provided with mid-taps. This is not actually required for the Kenotron winding but provides a more flexible unit. The plate winding is designed for use with two UV-217.

---

Figure 12—Load characteristics

Figure 13—Load characteristics

Figure 14—Circuit for half-wave rectification

Figure 15—Circuit for full wave rectification

---
Kenotrons. Special attention has been given to the insulation and distributed capacitance of all windings to prevent break-down and losses due to radio frequencies by passing to ground.

The primary of this transformer is provided with taps and a selector switch.

ment winding due to the fact that this winding is at plate potential during a portion of the cycle.

The operating precautions that should be observed with the UV-217 are in general the same as for the UV-216. It has been shown that from theoretical conditions alone the current through the Kenotron should increase with the three-halves power of the voltage until the saturation current is obtained—

\[ i_p = K \frac{E^3}{2} \]

where \( V \) equals the potential between the plate and filament and \( K \) is a constant depending upon the shape of the electrodes. When a resistance is connected in series with the plate and a voltage \( E \) impressed across the circuit, we have

\[ i_p = K (E - i_p R)^{3/2} \]

If \( E \) is maintained constant the rectified current continues to increase as \( R \) is decreased until the saturation current is reached. A further decrease in \( R \) produces no increase in the current passing through the Kenotron with the result that the voltage across the tube increases. That is, the drop across the tube always equals the difference between the potential across the entire circuit less the drop \( (i_p R) \) through the load. If the load resistance is reduced to zero then the total voltage is applied directly to the Kenotron so that all the energy is liberated at the plate. The effect of a short circuit on the Kenotron is, therefore, quite likely to ruin the tube either by evolving gas or melting the plate.

In order to obtain long life, it is of course necessary to never exceed the maximum rated filament voltage which, with the UV-217, is 10 volts. The operator should always bear in mind that, if the filaments are maintained at a voltage approximately 5 per cent. above normal, the life of the tube is halved. Also that operation at a filament voltage 5 per cent. below normal results in doubling the life of the Kenotron.
RADIOPHONE BROADCASTING

At the WDY and WJZ Radio Studios

EACH day the popular interest in radiophone broadcasting becomes more intense and widespread. Not a little credit for the recent rapid development of this popular interest may be given to the Radio Corporation of America and the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, which have provided the means for broadcasting over large areas the radiophone news bulletins, concerts by famous singers and musicians, addresses by noted speakers, weather and market reports, stories for children and interpretative opera recitals.

The daily programs are of a high order and provide a great variety of entertainment. The following are some of the artists and speakers that have recently appeared at WDY and WJZ radio studios:

Artists—Mile. Fanny Rezzia of the Paris Grand Opera; Premier Male Quartet composed of Messrs. Bradley, Cole, Bier and Brach; Miss May Peterson, Metropolitan Opera Co.; Marie Sandler, Metropolitan Opera Co.; Joseph Meyer, Musical Director at Pasadena Hotel, California; Sophie Tucker, vaudeville star; Jack Neal of George White’s “Scandals”; Bennie Davis, composer of “Margie”; Joe Collins, saxophone artist; Miss Bert Reviere, contralto; Billy Hettick, baritone; Miss Vivienne Segal, star of “The Blue Paradise”; Franco Pizzo, Italian Violinist; Ignatz Friedman, pianist; John Stell, star of “Monsieur Beaucarie”; Mme. Lydia Lipkowska, Imperial Opera at P.rogbad; Renald Pasch, tenor from Holland; Vernon Dalhart, Edison Recreation tenor; Constance Rowland, violinist and Miss Elizabeth Spencer, soprano for Edison Recitations.


Operatic Recitals—Madame Butterfly; Faust; Cavalleria Rusticana; Il Pagliacci, Carmen, La Boheme.

Sermons—Rev. Charles Lee Reynolds, D.D., Park Presbyterian Church, Newark, N. J.; Rev. M. Joseph Twomey, D.D., Peddie Memorial Baptist Church, Newark, N. J.

To the average person who desires to listen to concerts of an evening, dance to popular music, hear a sermon on Sunday or an address during the week, or to have his little ones hear a bed-time story before they say their evening prayers, the radiophone—as it exists today—with its nominal first cost and simple installation and operation, suites everything as an instrument of entertainment and education in the home.

Regarding Visits to WDY

In reply to many requests from correspondents for invitations to visit the Radiophone Broadcasting Studio WDY, we desire to state that at this time it is practically impossible to extend such invitations due to limited space in the studio. Artists and operators at the station require all the accommodations now available and it is hoped that our radio friends will understand that we would gladly welcome visitors generally if proper accommodations were possible. It is hoped that in the near future necessary arrangements can be made to enlarge the present size of the studio so that a number of our many friends can be invited to visit us.

Faust Popular With Radio "Fans"

It is interesting to note that the opera "Faust" was selected for broadcasting on WDY because of the majority request of a large number of radio "fans" who wrote in to the company. "Faust" is not alone popular among wireless enthusiasts, but is probably the most popular of all music dramas among opera-goers.

Banquet Music by Radiophone

THE latest convert to the fascination of the wireless 'phone is the New York State Association of Electrical Contractors and Dealers, which held its annual banquet at the Hotel Astor. The after-dinner speeches consisted of a half hour of musical entertainment by the radiophone.

Baseball "Fans" Hear Frisch by Radio

FRANK FRISCH flashed a snappy baseball talk into the transmitter at WDY recently in describing his activities on the diamond.

It was the first time Frisch had ever "toured" with a concert troupe. For he went to Roselle Park, from New York with the Premier Quartet, which followed Frankie on the bill, while the Flash made his "appearance" immediately after the news reel. He flashed a beautiful San Antonio sunburn shade when he was "introduced" to his invisible audience. His hearers in the 200-mile radius were many times the number of a world's series game crowd and he seemed to fear at first that some voice from the "stands" might give him the razz. But no one talked back to Frankie; it was a great opportunity to practise telling an umpire what you thought of him. But Frank warmed to his part and gave a neat little talk on baseball, answering questions that were put to him by a few onlookers in the "sitting studio" of the broadcasting station and pepping up his chatter with a little persiflage.

With a little more practice he ought to be ready for a monologue act on the variety stage. His one regret was that he did not bring his violin along with him. Frank would have been less "fussed" fiddling than talking. He prophesied over the radio that the Giants would win the pennant again and hoped they might meet the Yanks again for the world's series. He denied that he had been given a mortgage on the Polo Grounds as part of his salary increase. "I don't mind being moved from third back to second to make room for Henry Grocho," said radio-phon fans who were listening in on the "WDY" call, "for I have confidence in Manager McGraw and know that whatever way he arranges his players it is always the wise way and the way that works out best for every man under his command."
"Gee! I'm glad that's over," breathed Frank when finally J. Andrew White, editor of The Wireless Age, lifted the earpiece from his head. "My knees were actually shaking when I started to join into that fool thing. I'd rather bat against Wilbur Cooper all season than do that again. If I'd only thought to bring my violin! If any fans out in St. Louis, where they 'love' the Giants so, heard that stuff of mine they'll probably want to sue Mr. Radio for breach of contract. Tough luck for people who thought they were going to hear a concert to have a ball player palmed off on 'em. And I needed a shave, too.

"Say, that radio jigger is a pretty nifty thing when you come to think of it," said Frank on the train coming back to New York that night. "I s'pose these electrical sharps will be building a baseball radio machine soon for use in coaching. Mac ought to hear of it. He would be ordering one to use from the bench. Every base runner could be equipped with a receiving apparatus like I read the Chicago taxicabs are fixed up with, and with a private code of trick letters the guys could be moved around as directed without the aid of the men on the coaching lines."

Radio Cheers the Aged

ALTHOUGH more than 80 years old, Mrs. Lavinia Campbell has had installed in her room at the home of her daughter in Flushing, L. I., a complete wireless outfit from which she receives messages daily.

Clocks in the Campbell household are set by reports from Arlington, weather reports are received from Washington and messages are received from ships at sea.

Mrs. Campbell is planning a wonderful treat for her little friends among the children in the neighborhood and she has set aside the hour from 2 to 3 o'clock each day for the youngsters' radio party.

DEAR MAIL LISTS

SAYHELLOTOMOESOMEONE

I WANTSOMEBODYTO

BUDDEA IS THE WIRELESS

SAYHELLOUROFICIALS

FROM one of our little listeners

Radio Sermon by Rev. Dr. Reynolds

WITH only the collection and congregational singing omitted, Rev. Dr. Charles Lee Reynolds, pastor of the Park Presbyterian Church, Newark, preached a sermon, offered prayer, read the Scriptures and made announce-
A 5-Watt Vacuum Tube Transmitter

By Geo. Louis Gates

FIRST PRIZE $10.00

- 20 Mule Borax ....... 12
- Aluminum strips ..... 25
- 5 Watt Radiotron ..... 8.00
- Socket ................ 1.00
- Grid leak .............. 1.00
- Grid condenser ....... 10
- Choke coil ............. 50
- Variable condenser ... 4.25
- Inductance ........... 25
- H. W. A. ............... 7.00
- Buzzer ................ 2.00
- Microphone .......... 2.50
- Modulation transformer .50

$39.22

The transformer is, probably, the hardest part of the set, but if properly constructed it will give much better results than a motor generator or B batteries, besides being lower in cost of construction or upkeep. The core is made of stove pipe iron which is cut in the shape of an L. The size of the core when completed is 7x5x3/4 inches. About 150 pieces of stove pipe iron 7x5 will be needed and almost any hardware concern carries the iron and will cut it to your specifications. The primary and secondary can easily be wound on a lathe made from a breast drill. The primary has 425 turns of No. 22 enameled wire. The secondary has 2,550 turns of No. 28 enameled wire. No center tap is taken. The filament winding has 40 turns of No. 22 enameled wire. The filament winding is tapped at the twentieth turn. It is important to separate each layer of wire with a layer of paper. The primary and filament are wound on the same leg while the secondary is wound on the opposite leg.

The rectifier is of the aluminum-lead type which gives very good results. The rectifier consists of eight Mason pint jars, eight lead strips 5x3/4 inches, and eight aluminum strips 5x3/4 inches. The solution is made up of a half pound of 20 Mule Borax dissolved in 10 pints of water. In filling the jars with the solution care should be taken that none of the sediment remains in the jars. The jars should be filled about three-quarters full. The diagram shows the order in which the plates are connected together.

The solution care should be taken that none of the sediment remains in the jars. The jars should be filled about three-quarters full. The diagram shows the order in which the plates are connected together.

Although there is, locally, a noticeable hum if no filter system is used the modulation is not distorted. This hum can only be heard a short distance from the transmitting station. The hum may be reduced considerably if a Ford coil secondary is used as a choke coil. Although I eliminated the hum with the choke coil I cut my range with voice from 30 miles to 25 miles.

The type of tube used will depend upon the pocketbook, but the Radio-
triodes are more stable and give more output than other tubes. Any type of socket may be used but care should be taken that the high voltage does not leak from the plate point to the filament or grid, as this will spoil the efficiency of the set. A rheostat may be used for the filament, but I found that the filament voltage from the transformer was just right for the Radiotron tube, which must be lighted to full brilliancy if the maximum output is to be obtained.

The primary winding has 26 turns and is tapped at the thirteenth turn for the filament lead. The secondary has 8 turns of the same size wire without taps. The windings should be separated about a half inch. Any standard radiation ammeter with low reading scale may be used. If the constructor wishes he may substitute a 3-volt flashlight bulb for the ammeter with fair results. Of course, the flashlight bulb will not tell when maximum radiation is obtained, but the plate of the power tube unless the filament is lighted as the high voltage will tend to break down the construction and insulation inside the tube.

In order to make the set operate the key in the grid circuit must be closed when voice modulation is desired. The set is tuned by turning the variable condenser until the flashlight or ammeter shows the greatest reading. The beauty of this circuit is that it requires no skill to tune the
former. The size of windings may be obtained by noting your core size on the left and reading over.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 3—Hook-up of the electrolytic rectifier

The primary is wound with size twenty, double cotton covered copper wire, and should be well insulated from the core. The two secondary pies are wound with size thirty, double cotton covered copper wire. It is not advisable to use anything finer than this because the transformer will heat up considerably when first used. Referring to the table, if the cross section of your transformer is three square inches, we find that the last line in the table applies to your case, and your primary will have two hundred and seventy-five turns; the secondary will be made up of two pies, each containing one thousand turns of wire.

An electrolytic rectifier of twenty cells is used to rectify the alternating current delivered by the transformer. Test tubes can be used for the cells of the rectifier and a concentrated solution of “Twenty Mule Team Borax” forms the electrolyte. The electrodes are pieces of lead wire and aluminum wire. The diagram of the hook-up is given in figure 3.

The rectified current is pulsating, and to smooth it out two microfarad fixed condensers are needed. If enough condensers are used there will be no choke coils required. A Ford spark coil is used as a modulation transformer. The secondary is connected in the grid circuit, and shunted by a .001 microfarad variable condenser. The vibrator is removed from the coil, and an ordinary telephone transmitter and a six-volt battery connected in series with the primary. There are two meters required: first a milliammeter, scale 0-600 mls. This is used first in the plate circuit, and shifted to the aerial circuit, when the bulb begins to oscillate. The second is an ammeter, scale 0-5 amperes, and is used in the filament circuit. The filament of a five-watt tube should not draw more than two and four-tenths amperes.

In sending with C.W. the key may be placed in two places. The first is in the filament connection to the inductance, as shown in the diagram. The second place is in the primary circuit of the high tension transformer. The second position is the better because it permits the use of a shorter connection from the filament to the coil. If the set refuses to work try reversing the high voltage connections, and make sure that the condensers across the line are not blown. An open secondary in the spark coil will also keep the set from working.

The variable condenser which is shunted across the spark coil has a great deal to do with the modulation. It will be noticed that as the capacity of the condenser decreases the radiation decreases. The drop in radiation is slow at first, and then abrupt. At a point just preceding this drop, the modulation is best. This may be seen by listening in on the receiving set while the phone is being adjusted.

Under favorable conditions this set will radiate six-tenths of an ampere C.W., and four-tenths of an ampere on voice. With six-tenths of ampere radiation and a favorable location, distances up to one hundred miles can be covered easily.

An Efficient 5-Watt Tube Transformer

By L. R. Felder

THIRD PRIZE $3.00

It is recommended that a voltmeter across the filament terminals be used instead of a series ammeter, and that the voltage across terminals be kept at 7.5 volts. This will result in a

![Diagram](image)

Figure 1—The complete transmitting circuit excluding the filter

testy in series with a filament rheostat. The operating current in the filament should be 2.4 to 2.5 amperes.
denser and leak, and for telephony, a microphone and microphone inductance.

The grid condenser and leak have specific values found to be suitable for the UV-202 tubes. The grid condenser capacity is .0003 microfarad and the grid resistance is 5000 ohms. These should be fixed and not variable, as no advantage is gained by making them variable. The antenna condenser should be .0003 microfarad and fixed.

The design of the plate-antenna transformer is one of the most important elements of vacuum tube transmitter design, and it will be found that in most instances it is here that sets fail. In order to design this unit properly it is necessary to understand its function. It is, of course, known that the antenna coil serves to tune the antenna to the transmitting wave, but the antenna inductance is one coil of the plate-antenna oscillation transformer. This transformer has the extremely important function of "adapting" the transmitter tube to the antenna. It has been demonstrated in numerous articles that maximum output and efficiency in a vacuum tube transmitter will be obtained when the internal impedance of the tube equals the impedance of the output circuit. Now the internal impedance of our two UV 202 tubes (parallel) is 2000 ohms. Our antenna circuit has a resistance of 8 to 15 ohms. How can these be equalized to secure maximum output and efficiency? By properly designing the plate-antenna transformer, so that by varying the coupling, the transformation ratio of the antenna is "adapted" to the tube, and the transferred impedance of the antenna in the plate circuit will equal the plate resistance of the tube.

This means then that the plate-antenna transformer should have its transformation ratio variable and also its coupling. The plate-antenna transformer design here described is intended for use with the UV transmitting tubes. The plate coil should be about 4½ inches in diameter and should have 50 turns of No. 18 D.C. wire. The antenna coil should be 5 inches in diameter and have 25 turns of No. 18 D.C. The entire winding in the plate coil can be efficiently utilized. The antenna coil, however, both for tuning purposes and for adjustment to the plate coil, should be tapped at every three turns. The mechanical design of the coil and the means for coupling variation are numerous and well known to most amateurs. However, two suggestions are here offered. Figure 2 shows one design utilizing two coaxial cylindrical coils, the inner plate coil being movable relative to the outer antenna coil, in this way permitting coupling variation. Figure 3 shows a sketch for a varimeter transformer, the coils having the same number of turns as above. The varimeter transformer is recommended for those making a panel type of set.

The telegraph key may be placed in series with the antenna as shown, or in series with the grid leak, as shown in the dotted lines figure 1. Both positions give excellent results. For telephony the best place to put the microphone is in series with the antenna. It is also the simplest place requiring a minimum of apparatus. It simply requires a small shunt inductance (L.M.) which serves the purpose of deflecting a portion of the antenna current, since the entire current need not pass through the microphone, and thus avoids packing. The complete constructional details of this inductance are simply 4 turns of the No. 12 bare copper wire, spaced one-half inch between turns, on a wooden form one inch in diameter and two inches long. The microphone should be a Western Electric 284-W.

Finally we consider the design of a suitable filter to permit using the 110-volt D.C. mains. Unless a filter is used there will be a strong commutator hum which will be applied to the plate of the vacuum tubes and will thus produce an undesirable modulation which interferes with reception. The filter absorbs this commutator ripple. Figure 4 shows the complete filter circuit which, when designed as shown, will eliminate the hum completely. Across the mains a 1-microfarad condenser is used, such as a paraffined paper telephone condenser. On the positive side of the line an iron core choke having a minimum induction of two henries is connected and then another 1-microfarad condenser. Any large iron core inductance, such as the secondary of a spark coil (primary open) will be satisfactory. The negative side of the line should be grounded, for then practically absolute silence is obtained.

This set will be found extremely simple to construct and operate. It requires but few parts and has only two simple adjustments, namely, plate-antenna coupling and antenna tap. It is quite inexpensive, and therefore suitable for any amateur's pocket book, while at the same time a maximum degree of efficiency is secured by proper design of the various circuit elements.

**Batteries Reverse Polarity at Low Temperature**

When storage batteries or dry cells are cooled down to 170 degrees below zero Centigrade, the temperature of liquid air, these producers of electricity may reverse their voltage. This is the scientifically startling phenomenon that has been discovered at the Bureau of Standards, Department of Commerce, by two physicists, G. W. Vinal and F. W. Altrup, who were making tests to determine the reliability of batteries at arctic temperatures. So far as is known, this is the first time this phenomenon has been observed.

A storage cell of the same material as used on thousands of automobiles every day was gradually cooled down and the open circuit voltages at the various temperatures were determined. Down to 80 degrees below, the voltage remained at the normal value just as it (Continued on page 47)
DURING the past few months the acute shortage of radio apparatus has prevented any radio dealer from adequately meeting his customers' needs. However, thru all the confusion, one fact becomes more clearly established daily: RADISCO is making better deliveries to its agencies than are obtainable from any other source.

The tremendous buying power of the Radisco organization insures immediate recognition and shipment, by the manufacturers, of its immense orders. Its close co-operation with the leading manufacturers results in immediate notice of the latest developments, which information is promptly passed on to you.

"RADISCO RECOMMENDED" Apparatus, carried by all the Radisco Agencies, includes the complete line of Westinghouse, Radio Corp., Radisco, Firco, Murdock, Acme and other recognized leaders. More and more amateurs are realizing that it is well to rely on the nearest RADISCO Agency for all their radio supplies.

Radio Distributing Company - Newark, N. J.
Below is an illustration reproduced from an actual photograph showing a fully assembled, well equipped, efficient receiving station, and at the same time moderately priced. This set is made up of "RADISCO RECOMMENDED" Apparatus, including Radisco variometers and coupler, grid condensers, Better "B" Batteries and all small parts. Also Corwin dials and switches, Murdock No. 56 phones and rheostats, A. R. Co. transformers and Station Type Vocaloud. This set may be assembled with parts sold by the Radisco dealers listed here.
The Dimensions of Inductances

By C. M. Grabson

THERE appeared in the issue of THE WIRELESS AGE, June, 1921, an article on the above subject by Philip R. Coursey. Having occasion to design some inductances recently I used the method outlined in the mentioned article. It can safely be said that the method facilitates calculations considerably and is therefore a great time saver. It is also quite accurate for designing purposes.

However, as Mr. Coursey points out himself, it does not work out in practice that exact values will be obtained of the constants $k_1$ and $k_2$ as given in the table. It frequently happens that intermediate values are obtained. The tables for these constants, as given in the mentioned article, do not help much in such cases, and it is wasteful of time to interpolate from the tables. The suggestion of Mr. Coursey was therefore followed and curves were drawn showing the relationship between the constants $k_1$ and $k_2$, and the ratio of length of coil to diameter. These curves are here submitted for the benefit of other amateurs and experimenters in designing their coils.

In using these curves it must not be forgotten that the value of $k_1$ and $k_2$, as calculated by Mr. Coursey's method—must be multiplied by 10,000 before using the curves. To illustrate the use of the curves, where the table would be wasteful of time, consider the following design problem.

An inductance of 2000 microhenries is required, for which a single layer solenoid is suitable. The permissible coil diameter is 4 inches, and conditions require the use of No. 22 D.C.C. wire. This size wire gives a winding of 30 turns per inch. From Mr. Coursey's formula

$$L = \frac{n^2}{k_2}$$

$$D = \frac{n}{k_1}$$

we find that the curve $C$ gives the corresponding value of 1.77 for the ratio $\frac{n}{k_1}$.

Therefore $n = 4 \times 1.77 = 7.08''$ which is the length of the coil.

In a similar manner the curve giving the relationship between $k_2$ and $n$ is employed. It is obvious that this method is useful only for single layer solenoids. However other types of coils are frequently required and similar simple devices for designing would prove useful. One of the types of coil which is much in use is the so-called circular coil with square cross-section, the winding being a multiple layer one, as seen from the accompanying drawing. A simple method similar to the above for single layer coils has been described for the design of these square sectioned coils. This method is described by C. O. Gibbon in the July, 1920, Proceedings of the A. I. E. E., and the method and curves are here briefly reproduced for the benefit of the readers of THE WIRELESS AGE.

The problem here presented is, given the inductance and resistance of the coil, to design a coil having a minimum weight. We require therefore to determine the dimen-

Graphs showing constructional dimensions of coils

This value of $k_1$ is not in the table. However, from figure 1, we see that curve $C$ covers this value. Looking up the value of $k$, equal to 347, we find that the curve $C$ gives the missible coil diameter is 4 inches, and conditions require the use of No. 22 D.C.C. wire. This size wire gives a winding of 30 turns per inch.
ance will have a square winding—that is dimension $b$ will equal dimension $c$, in figure 1. It is also shown that the inductance of such a coil in millihenries is given by the following formula:

$$L = 18.85 \times 10^{-8} \ N a \ \text{mH}.$$  

where, $N =$ number of turns

The required inductance being given and also the permissible resistance, the procedure for designing this coil would be as follows:

1. Knowing $L$ and $R$, the value of $\frac{L}{R}$ is calculated and from figure 3.

2. From figure 3 we find that corresponding to $\frac{L}{R} = 2.14$, $a = 2.2$ cm.

3. The number of turns in the coil are found from equation 3 as

$$N = \frac{230.3}{a} = \frac{230.3}{2.2} = 105 \text{ turns}.$$  

4. The turns per layer are $\sqrt{608} = 25$ turns. Take the nearest whole number, making the turns per layer 25 turns.

5. The diameter of the wire is given by

$$b = c = 0.541 \times a = 1.19 \text{ cm}.$$  

This gives a winding of 53 turns per inch, for which No. 29 D.C.C. wire is found suitable from tables.

The two following equations are then derived, showing the relationship between $L$, $R$, $W$ (weight) and dimensions of coil.

$$L = K = 0.368 a^2 \quad (1)$$

$$W = (\text{weight}) = 0.0772 a \quad (2)$$

Equations 1 and 2 enable curves to be plotted, from which the coil may be designed for any given inductance and resistance. These curves are shown in figures 3 and 4. With the aid of these curves, and the following additional equations the complete coil may be designed. These additional equations are:

$$N = \frac{230.3}{a} \quad (3)$$

$$v = \sqrt{N} \quad (4)$$

$$d = \frac{a}{v} \quad (5)$$

where

- $N$ is the number of turns in the coil
- $v$ is the number of turns per layer
- $d$ is the diameter of the wire to be used.

Suppose it is desired to design a multiple layer, square section, circular coil either for choking purposes, or for loading purposes, the coil dimension $a$ is found corresponding to this value of $\frac{L}{R}$.

2. The winding dimensions $b$ and $c$ are then calculated from $b = c = 0.541 a$.

3. The number of turns can now be found from equation (3) above.

4. The turns per layer is now calculated from equation (4).

5. The diameter of the wire to be used is obtained from equation (5).

6. The weight of the coil can be predetermined from figure 4.

Problem: It is required to design a loading coil of 15 millihenries, the allowable resistance being 7 ohms.

The coil is to be light, compact and occupy a minimum of space. The multi-layer, square-section, circular coil is suitable for this.

$L = 15 \text{ mH}$, and $R = 7 \text{ ohm}$. Therefore:

$$\frac{L}{R} = 2.14.$$  

2. The winding dimensions $b$ and $c$ are then calculated from $b = c = 0.541 a$.

3. The number of turns in the coil are found from equation 3 as

$$N = \frac{230.3}{a} = \frac{230.3}{2.2} = 105 \text{ turns}.$$  

4. The turns per layer are $\sqrt{608} = 25$ turns. Take the nearest whole number, making the turns per layer 25 turns.

5. The diameter of the wire is given by

$$b = c = 0.541 \times a = 1.19 \text{ cm}.$$  

This gives a winding of 53 turns per

Figure 3—Graph for mean radius of coil

Figure 4—Graph for weight of coil in lbs.
IQP An Active Station

The amateur radio station of John Reinaertz, 371 Hartford Road, South Manchester, Conn., Call IQP (formerly 1XT), is one which is well known to the amateurs of the Eastern part of the country.

The design of station 1QP necessitated noiseless operation, hence the reason for the quenched gap. During the nearly two years of operation the quenched gap has been tried on both very low, i.e., 30-cycle note and very high 1,000-cycle note, the first giving 2 amperes and the latter giving 9 amperes radiation. Either tone, however, is very pretty and the DX quality of both is about the same, being reported by fourth district stations as very good, the low note being mistaken for 60-cycle C.

For the benefit of those desiring to try this hook-up it is shown below:

The aerial at 1QP is of six wires, No. 6 B. & S. gauge aluminum, separation two feet, 75 feet long and flat top, 65 feet high at far end and 35 feet high at near end. The wires are continuous, without joints, to change-over switch.

The ground system is composed of several wires radiating from the secondary of the oscillation transformer over the ground under the entire aerial and also of buried wires and pipes, and the water and gas piping in the house.

A Very Simple Radiophone

Many amateurs would like to construct small radiophones, but the numerous instruments that are used confuse them and they are afraid to build one for fear it will not work. I have built a set that is the last word in simplicity. It is very efficient and with 60 volts on the plate, will cover 5 miles very easily. I have been heard at a distance of 20 miles. A circuit diagram of the set is given in figure 1.

The inductance consists of a cardboard tube 2 inches in diameter wound with 36 turns of number 16 D.C.C. wire. The wire should be wound from one end (A) and at the 19th turn a tap off (B). Seventeen more turns should be wound to make 36 turns in all. The variable condenser in shunt to the inductance has a capacity of .0005 mfd. The plate potential can be composed of three ordinary "B" batteries connected in series, but if a few more are used, so much the better. The tap (B) is connected to the positive side of the filament lighting battery. A key can be connected in this lead as shown in the diagram for continuous wave telegraphy. When using the set as a radiophone, this key must be closed. A microphone of the common land telephone type, which can be purchased very cheaply, is connected in the ground lead. Altogether this set is very simple to construct and reliable and stable in operation.
Portable Radio Set

The type of apparatus to be employed in any portable radio receiving set is determined by facilities for transportation and the range to be covered. The usual practice is to use crystal detectors, principally because of their simplicity and light weight, but their use necessitates a large aerial which is not only heavy but adds to the difficulty of erecting the station. In view of the fact that a portable aerial is at best a makeshift it becomes necessary to use the most sensitive detector obtainable to work over an appreciable range.

It will be apparent that the vacuum tube is the solution of the problem and in spite of the batteries necessary to operate it the complete set will be but slightly heavier than a crystal set on account of the small aerial necessary.

The set described employs a vacuum tube detector, and is extremely simple as regards tuning apparatus, but it gives a range of wave-lengths up to 3,000 meters with sharp tuning. It is complete in itself with the exception of the filament battery which may consist of dry cells or a small storage battery.

The illustrations show the assembly of the set. The containing case is a small fibre suitcase, measuring 14 by 12 by 5 inches outside. The body of the case is four inches deep and encloses a tuning and B battery box. The lid, being one inch deep, forms a handy place to carry the aerial wire. The tuning apparatus and detector bulb are mounted in a small box that fits into the case, its width being about two-thirds the length of the case. By so mounting the instruments they can be readily removed from the case and used in the home station, permitting the case to be used for other purposes.

The circuit used is the single slide tuner, series condenser feed back. The inductance consists of 550 turns of No. 22 S.S.C. wire wound on a tube 8 inches long and 3 inches in diameter. The winding is banked in two layers and tapped to an eight point switch at the following turns: 40, 70, 120, 180, 250, 350, 450, 550. The condenser has a maximum capacity of .001 mfd. The location of capacity and inductance are shown in the illustration.

A socket is mounted flush in the panel to take the vacuum tube. A rheostat controls the filament current as shown. The usual grid condenser provided with an adjustable grid leak is mounted as shown by the dotted lines, the leak should be carefully adjusted when the set is assembled to get maximum gain strength. This completes the apparatus proper, six binding posts beside. The remaining space in the case is occupied by the phones. The tube is to be removed and placed in a small box with cotton, and packed with the phones when the set is not in use. The wiring diagram is well known for its ease of adjustment, selectivity and regenerative effect. The feed back is due to the series condenser and can be readily controlled.

The aerial should be about 200 feet of No. 18 D. C. wire which can be rolled into a coil and tied with cord and fitted into the lid. For the filament three dry cells or a small storage battery are necessary and must be carried separate. Dry cells are entirely practical if the set is in use for short periods only.

This outfit will meet the requirements of any camp or outing and after the trip is over the instruments can be removed from the case and set up in the permanent station. The tuner will be found sufficiently selective to deserve constant use and will often be preferred to the more complicated sets.
A Short, Medium and Long Wave Receiver

No doubt, many experimenters have arrived at the conclusion that the receiver described by me in the December, 1920, issue of THE WIRELESS AGE has lived up to its name under all conditions. For the benefit of readers who did not see the article referred to a brief summary will be given. The tuning coil is nothing more than a double slide tuner. The antenna connection goes directly to one slider and to the grid through the grid condenser. The remaining slider connects to the negative side of the vacuum tube filament. The bottom portion of the winding has its end connected to one side of the telephone receivers and then to the ground. The remainder of the plate circuit is the same as the standard practice.

Furthermore, that it was best to connect the ground to the filament in preference to the plate-inductance connection. The variable condenser is now shunted across the aerial and ground with the ground to the filament. See figure 1 for the latest connection with all the improvements. Particular attention should be given the series-shunt switch. This switch is much more simple in construction and operation than most types.

SHORT WAVE RECEIVER

A vario-coupler was constructed along the usual lines and in addition an ordinary variometer was connected in the circuit with the medium wave receiver so that the tuning inductance acts as the plate variometer. Note that the same tube, A and B batteries and

For short wave reception, i.e., any wavelength below 1000 meters, a variable condenser is placed in series with the antenna, and for reception of signals on wavelengths in excess of 1000 meters, the condenser is shunted across the secondary tuning side.

Several changes have been made in the circuit over the one described in the December, 1920, issue. It was found that the signal audibility was increased 20 per cent. with the variable condenser in series with the antenna instead of in series with the ground. 'Phones are employed in both circuits for the same purpose.

The switch No. 2 throws the grid and its condenser in either the short or medium wave circuit. See figure 2 for short wave receiver, which is connected to a small antenna. Switch No.
Threw the ground connection off the filament and places the filament to the tuning side of the short wave receiver.

Tuning of the plate circuit is accomplished by increasing or decreasing the inductance in that circuit which is the same inductance employed in the medium and long wave circuit. Maximum strength of signal is brought about by adjusting the variometer in the tuning circuit.

With the switches in their right position the medium wave receiver is the same as that shown in figure 1.

Long Wave Receiver

The large inductance load coil is so arranged to act as though it were on the same tube as the medium wave coil. Since it is in the plane of the coil in the box (both are vertically aligned), maximum results are obtained. The long wave circuit is shown in figure 3.

It can be seen that this is a very favorable arrangement in that it permits the use of one tube and its ordinary accessories to function in three different circuits without the need of several vacuum tubes and their control units.

Those of you who constructed the medium wave tuner described in the December issue of The Wireless Age should not hesitate to install these very necessary and useful additions. Figure 4 gives the entire circuit.

A New Type of Coupler for Short Waves

By Geo. A. Grogan

After considerable experimenting with various inductances for short wave reception I have designed a coupler similar to the one familiar to the regenerative sets. Variometers are not necessary for sharp tuning with this coupler, but may be used if desired.

The primary consists of a tube (cardboard or fibre may be used) four and one-half inches in diameter and five inches high, wound with sixty-four turns of No. 26 B.&S. gauge D.C. magnet wire. The winding is begun one-half inch from the top of the tube and 36 turns are wound. Then a space of one inch is left between the two groups of winding. In the center of this space a hole is drilled for the rod, which varies the rotor, see figure 1.

Any size rod may be used, but a one-fourth inch rod is best as it fits most dials on the market. Six taps are taken off the primary, three from each section of the winding. They may be taken off at every twelve turns. When the second section of winding is finished there is a space of one inch remaining. This will serve to bring the hole for the rotor shaft near the top of the panel and leave room for the primary switch. After winding, the primary is given a coat of orange shellac. The primary is now complete from any of the large radio supply houses for about one dollar. A hole is drilled in the center of the rotor for the shaft. The rotor may be boiled in paraffine or shellac before winding. One half on the rotor is going to the binding posts on the panel and should be about five inches long. The secondary leads should be about the same length. The secondary is wound on the other half of the rotor with forty strands of No. 28 B.&S. S.C.C. magnet wire. After winding the rotor should be given a coat of shellac and allowed to dry after which the rod is inserted to fit the rotor tightly. The winding is now finished and the instrument ready for mounting.

An oak base 5½ x 6½ x ½ inches is then secured. This may be stained or shellacked as the constructor desires.

A panel, preferably bakelite, 5¼ x 6½ x ¾ inches is purchased. It may be grained with oil and sandpaper to make a good appearance. A ¼ inch hole for the shaft is drilled two inches from the top and three and one quarter inches from the sides. In the low-

![Figure 1-Constructional details of the vario-coupler](image)

![Figure 2-Hook-up for best results of vario-coupler](image)

and the leads at the taps are scraped to get rid of the insulation.

The rotor form may be purchased wound with twenty-four turns of No. 20 B.&S. D.C.C. magnet wire. This is the tickler which has two leads.
A Hook-Up That Simplifies Tuning

By F. C. Greenwald

I have noticed beginners hereabouts using home-made or purchased apparatus embodying the usual aerial short wave condenser, a loose coupling arrangement between primary and secondary, a secondary condenser, a grid condenser, usually adjustable, and a bridging adjustable condenser. All these with the standard adjustable filament rheostat make a total of five adjustments necessary where tuning or attempting to tune in when receiving. Some few are using the Armstrong arrangement with variometers, which appears to be a very efficient circuit, but also entails a multiplicity of adjustments during use. An operator's time is in immediate demand, copying messages, and the less time necessary to spend on adjustment, the better, all round. Also it is very much easier to explore with one or two adjustments, than with five, when on the lookout for C. W. in the form of music, voice, straight or buzzed modulated telegraph. Few adjustments are an advantage when tuning in the broad waves emitted by the spark sets.

I have tried out a great number of receiving circuits, capacity coupled, inductively coupled, and conductively coupled, combined primary and secondary, separate primary and secondary, with and without secondary condenser, tuned and untuned grid circuit, adjustable bridging condenser in plate circuit, and variometer in the plate circuit, and variometers in grid and plate circuits as connected to the vacuum tube.

I was led to believe that from a standpoint of both simplicity and efficiency a vacuum tube should be connected to only a grid circuit and a plate circuit, each arranged to tune to the other and the aerial should be connected directly to the grid or plate circuit through a condenser, if necessary, whether into the grid or plate circuit depending entirely upon its use as a receiving circuit or as a transmitting arrangement. The diagram figure 1 will make this clear. I use only one inductance coil tapped at or near the center. I found it convenient to use a pasteboard tube 3 inches in diameter 1½ inches long on which was wound 22 turns of No. 26 B. & S. double covered cotton insulated wire, a tap taken off by twisting a loop in the wire. After renewing the insulating and then continuing to wind in the same direction for 22 more turns, making a total of 44 turns. The middle tap of this coil was connected to ground, one end connected to one side of a .001 mfd. variable condenser, the other side of the condenser being connected to an indoor aerial. This aerial is a single wire, extending from basement to loft, about twenty-five feet high and perhaps twenty feet long in the loft of the building. One side of a fixed small capacity condenser .0003 to leading to the head set and which have a very practical value. It is not necessary to place an actual condenser at this point, as the usual receiver cord provides this.

In operation it is found advisable to bring the filament brightness to a point where the tube oscillates with a squeal or howl or at least exhibits a state of liveliness, with the short wave condenser setting at zero. When this condition is established exploring is in order by moving the condenser pointer over the scale until the best point of audibility of signals is reached. When this point is found, bring up the filament brightness until the tube oscillates at this point and then back off a trifle. Only two adjustments are needed, the short wave condenser and the filament rheostat, against four or five in other arrangements. It is quite possible with a loose coupled set to get a nearby spark transmitter much louder than with this simple outfit, but we should realize the weak distant signal must be catered to rather than the nearby stone crusher.

Figure 2 embodies the same idea used in the single receiving set applied to the transmission set. It appears to work out very successfully on the small scale of my set and I cannot see any reason for its failure on a larger scale. I use small dry cells for plate voltage. The radio choke consists of a few layers of No. 28 B. & S. ¾ inch diameter 1½ inches long and is used to prevent the battery from short circuiting the condenser by radio frequency current. The telephone, buzzer and chopper arrangement in the grid arrangement in the grid modulation scheme are conventional and need not be described, being illustrated freely on standard phone circuits.

Amateurs of limited means will find these circuits to their liking, the coils can be made easily in the ordinary workshop. An old type Ford coil makes a good modulation transformer for the transmission hook-up.

A simple arrangement for phone work (continued on page 48)
The Department of Commerce has received so many complaints from owners of receiving sets regarding the great amount of broadcasting of music, speech, unofficial news items, and other matter being done by amateur stations which interfere with the reception of the programs of the regular commercial broadcasting stations. As a result of these complaints the Department of Commerce made an extensive investigation in this field and the result is that it has been decided to amend the radio laws and regulations of the United States governing amateur radio station operation by the addition of the following which will hereafter be incorporated in all amateur station licenses:

- This station is not licensed to broadcast weather reports, market reports, music, concerts, speeches, news, or similar information or entertainment.

As stated above, this ruling applies to all general and restricted amateur radio stations.

The order prohibiting the broadcasting of general and restricted amateur radio stations in the United States, was signed by C. D. Huson assistant secretary of Commerce and becomes effective at once.

The Cedar Rapids Radio Club of Iowa was organized December 6 at Coe College for the purpose of regulating traffic and promoting fellowship among the amateurs in this locality. An invitation is extended to those interested in radio to attend the meetings of the club which are held on the first and third Tuesdays of each month at the Chamber of Commerce building. The officers are president, M. Jennings; vice-president, Charles Boege; secretary, Lester Mackelton; treasurer, George Keppel.

The call letters of Burton P. Williams' station, 3220 Orleain street, Pittsburgh, Pa., have been changed from BZD to BZAE.

The second annual amateur radio convention-exhibition of the Executive Radio Council, Second District, will be held at the Pennsylvania Hotel, New York on March 7-11, 1922. The glass-enclosed roof garden of the hotel will be the exhibit hall, and the adjoining Butterly Room will be the hall, with adequate seating capacity. Only papers of vital interest to amateurs will be presented.

The convention and exhibition will open at 7 p.m., March 7, and will be open from 9 p.m. to 11 p.m. on the following days. A season badge will be sold at the door 25 cents, covering the five days. One time admissions 25 cents.

A banquet for everybody, male and female, will be held on the night of the 11th (Saturday). That ducky-hued girl who was the sensation of last year's dinner will be there again to demonstrate the last gasp in Hawaiian grass costumes. All male guests will be searched at the door for concealed lawn-mowers. The banquet charge will be $4.00. The number which can be accommodated is limited to 600. Applications will be accepted up to this number only, in the order in which applications are received. Applications by mail should be made to John Di Biastli, 6 Warren Street, New York.

The inaugural meeting of the "Cape Breton Amateur Radio Association took place on December 21 at the home of G. A. Edwards, North Sydney, Nova Scotia, and was attended by representative amateurs from Sydney, Sydney Mines and North Sydney.

It was decided that the association should include the whole of Cape Breton Island, with local branches in each town. The constitution was drawn up and officers were elected for the first period of six months dating from January 1 to June 30, 1922.

The objects of the association are the organization and advancement of radio amateurs within the Island of Cape Breton. Particular stress is being laid upon the question of interference both with commercial and religious services. Now and with the coming of this object in view the members have decided to install and use C.W. transmission as far as possible. Traffic rules are to be drawn up and routine cards for working and experimenting will be arranged.

The officers elected to serve for the first six months are: president, G. A. Edwards; vice-president, G. D. Crowell (1BM); North Sydney; vice-president, M. J. Cleary: Sydney Mines Vice-President, S. Jones (1AJ). For the present vice-presidents will act as secretary-treasurers and traffic supervisors for their respective districts and the president will undertake the duties of general secretary.

Correspondence is invited from other amateur organizations. Information will be gladly given regarding membership and regulations to those interested.

The first meeting of radio enthusiasts in Porto Rico was held at the Carnegie Library at San Juan, P. R., on December 25, which resulted in the organization of a radio club to be known as the Porto Rico Radio Club. The following Board of Directors was elected for the term of one year: Joaquin Augusty, President; Jesus T. Pino, Secretary; Mrs. Tomira, Vice-President; Enrique Canadas and Albert P. Graham. The above members hold first class amateur licenses and Mr. Camuñas holds a local license.

A LONG, unpainted and hence unsightly pole raised recently in Midwood Manor, Brooklyn, N. Y., stirred up a clamor of protest and the cry of "nuisance," has unexpectedly been turned into a community blessing, according to Gaston Koch, president of the Midwood Manor Association, who was the official buffer of the protests. Mr. Koch, directed by a number of indignant neighbors, went to 967 E. 10th street, where he found the odd looking pole, planted in the back yard. Charles C. Cahn, a new resident of the community, proved to be the owner of the pole. He confided to Mr. Koch that his one big hobby was radio, and that he had a pleasant surprise for his neighbors. The pole, he said, was to hold up a large and expensive plant which would not only afford him pleasure but, that of all Midwood. It would be painted, too, and made to blend harmoniously with its surroundings.

He said he had made arrangements with people in charge to hear a series of concerts to be given by an orchestra and conducted by Mr. Koch, at a meeting of the Midwood Manor Association, announced these tidings. Also that Mr. Cahn had offered his service as radio instructor to the Boy and Girl Scouts of Midwood.

The Scott High School Radio Club of Toledo, Ohio, held an "open meeting" at the school recently at which the parents and friends of the members. A special antenna and sensitive receiving apparatus were used to receive radio phonograph music and speeches from Pittsburg, Detroit and other points where radio phonograph broadcasting stations are located.

The meeting was in charge of Robert Tiederman, the club's president. Among the speakers were J. W. R. Frey, radio instructor of Scott High, and Edward Featherstone, another member of the school's faculty.

At a recent meeting of the Hudson City Radio Club, Inc., held at the headquarters, 37-41 Sherman avenue, New Jersey, Robert Lang, August Heins and Frank Fichinger were admitted into membership. Nineteen members are on the roster of the club at present and it is expected that ten more will be added at the next meeting. The club has installed a one-half K.W. spark set, a rectifier for charging the members' batteries, a two-step amplifier and a radio-telephone set, call 2CBK. A code practising table has also been a recent addition. The club is invited to inspect and listen through the wireless phone at the office of Mr. Bremer, 89-91 Franklin street, between 8 and 10 p.m. Application for membership should be made to Mr. Bremer.
EITHER the attempts of certain commercial interests to advance the science of radio by broadcasting concerts, lectures and other matters through the ether must suffer interminably or else amateur operators may face the cancellation of their licenses to have sending stations unless urgent interference in wireless telephone traffic is soon stopped, according to Walter Butterworth, Government radio inspector for the First District, who addressed the Radio Council of Southern New England at its meeting last night in the Providence Plantations Club.

Mr. Butterworth outlined the problem which now seems to present an obstacle to the conducting of further experiments and tending to increase the value of radio. He explained that the United States and Canadian Governments are the only ones in the world which allow other than professional operators to send messages, and in view of this fact he had specified that wavelengths of no more than 200 meters should be used by amateurs.

Commercial enterprises are now sending a program, every evening, between the hours of 8 and 10 every evening weather reports, music, addresses and other things calculated to excite a greater interest in the possibilities and the actualities of the wireless telephone. The project has been handicapped, however, by amateur telegraphers, who have not turned their instruments within the limit set by the Government, and interfere with the telephone waves.

It is also a question whether telegraph or telephone, do not require licenses, but permits must be obtained by sending stations. Mr. Butterworth urged his hearers not to tune their instruments properly, but when possible to refrain from sending messages during the telephone broadcastings between 8 and 10 o'clock at night, in order to reduce the danger of cancellation of licenses. The speaker revealed that there are now 3,500 licensed radio transmitting stations in New England, which is three times as many as existed before the war.

For the benefit of the science as a whole, Mr. Butterworth besought his hearers to co-operate in the best of their ability with the Government in its efforts to regulate wireless activities, the end of which he hopes may be allowed a maximum opportunity for beneficial development.

The Radio Council of Southern New England was formed last spring and so far has held three meetings, all of which have been well attended by amateurs and students of radio from South Island and Massachusetts. The purpose of the group is to stimulate interest in the topic in this section of the country and to work to the advantage of the art from a non-commercial standpoint. Another aim is to bring together at regular intervals persons who otherwise would know each other only through aerial messages. The organization is open to members of both sexes.

Included in the plan of organization is a vigilance committee, by which the council will keep watch over its own members and will receive and adjust complaints as to willful interference. Illegal use of transmitters and the use of illegal wavelengths, and will also report such cases to the district radio inspector when necessary.

A MEETING of the Hudson County Radio Club, New Jersey, held at the Standfast Club, entertained Mr. Raneur, Engineer of Radio Corporation, who delivered a lecture to the members. The talk was highly interesting.

The Hudson County Radio Club holds semi-annual meetings at the Standfast Club, and all interested in radio work are invited to join. The officers are: Gaylord Smith, 2746 Boulevard, president; W. W. Cooper, vice-president; H. Silbersdoff, treasurer; J. A. Erhard, secretary; P. H. Rank, assistant secretary; F. V. Bremer, traffic manager; a committee, William Michel, Paul Wansk and Paul Zeyn.

A RADIO Club has been formed at South High School, Broadway and Fullerton avenue, Cleveland, Ohio. Five girls are included among the seventeen members.

Every member of the club will be required to receive and send 10 words a minute by wireless, with the addition of 10 words a minute on the 10th day of each month, says Grover M button, instructor. 

THE Stevens "Tech" Radio Club of Hoboken, N. J., has outlined an ambitious program for the year. The first item is a trip to Fort Jefferson to inspect the largest radio station in the world. The trip was arranged by a Stevens man connected with the gigantic project and is limited to a few members of the club.

To give the beginners instruction in wireless, the club has installed a small receiving set in the radio room, the new installation saving the larger and more expensive set from possible damage by inexperienced hands. Another improvement made by the club is that the aerial, instead of being stretched diagonally across the court of the Navy building is now directly across it, enabling them to obtain greater height.

A loud-speaker was recently installed and a radiophone sending apparatus is to be purchased as an adjacent powerful telegraphic radio transmitter now possessed by the club. Messages are sent for students within a radius of 250 miles.

ARRANGEMENTS have been made for the St. Clair County Radio Association, held at the Home Cooking Building, Main street and Division avenue, East St. Louis, to use the wireless equipment of the Boy Scouts in East St. Louis. Classes in advanced instruction will be held. Jerome Hartmann and Arthur Beckwith, senior operators, will be in charge.

WIRELESS telegraph operators and those having telephonic equipment are planning to form a club in Martinsburg, W. Va., and those who are known to have such equipment as to make them eligible have been advised of the project.

Operators who are interested are asked to communicate with Mr. Burns, West John street.

John F. O'Neill, director of Knights of Columbus Free Evening School for ex-service men, announces a new class in wireless telegraphy and telephony will be formed at the Hut, 60 North avenue, Jersey City. Any ex-service man who desires to secure a thorough training in radio subjects is privileged to enroll.

In addition to the class now forming sessions of an advanced class will be continued. Both classes will meet Tuesday and Thursday evenings at 7:30.

A WIRELESS telephone has been installed in the electrical shop of Victor Werner, at Catalina avenue and Fresh Pond road, Ridgewood, L. I.

The device has excited the wonder of the residents of the section, who gather at the shop daily to hear concerts transmitted from all over the country, particularly from the Westinghouse Manufacturing Company of Newark, N. J., from which point prominent artists are heard clearly, without the aid of an amplifier.

On one occasion a customer who saw the horn and heard the sound of music issuing, thought it to be a phonograph. After hearing several selections played without the machine being attended to, she asked, "How many songs does that record hold?"

(Continued on page 48)
Distance Records

When signals from a radio station are heard at unusual distances it is probable that the station has an efficient radiator of energy. The location, apparatus, construction and operation of an efficient station is therefore of great interest to all amateurs, and The Wireless Ace wants this information.

You are therefore requested to send us a monthly list of distant amateur stations heard, which will be published regularly. Report only stations heard more than 20 miles from your station. Arrange the calls by districts in numerical order.

State whether the stations heard use a spark or C. W. transmitter. The Wireless Ace will follow the words closely, and whenever possible will secure and print illustrated articles on the stations consistently heard over long distances, for your benefit and the benefit of amateurs.

If a station is an efficient radiator of energy, it should be given proper credit in the history of amateur progress, and it will be given credit for receiving in having heard it, as your name and address and call letters will be published with all lists submitted by you. —The Editor.

Stations Worked and Heard

Stations worked should be enclosed in brackets. All monthly lists of distant stations worked and heard which are received by the 10th of each month will be published in the next month's issue. For example, lists received by November 10th will be published in the December issue. Spark and C. W. stations should be arranged in separate groups.
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Mu-Rad Laboratories

R. F. Amplifier Type MA-11

Wavelength
150-500 m.

Mu-Rad Radio Frequency Amplifiers Use A. C.
for Filament and Plate Supply.

Saves charging of storage batteries
Saves plate battery cost
Increases tube life 60%

Use four tubes, three for amplification, one as rectifier. To be connected between tuner and detector and operated direct from alternating current house lighting circuit. NO A. C. HUM.

GUARANTEE: Sold with a guarantee of greater amplification than that of any similar amplifier thus far produced.

R. F. Amplifier Type MA-11 - Price $125.00

(without tubes)

Mu-RAD R. F. Amplifier Transformers bring to amateurism which are absolutely indistinguishable with detector and audio-frequency amplification (however great), Suppressant and for accurate reproducing of modulated or voice signals in sensitivity. No tuning adjustments or ticklers.

GUARANTEE: Sold with a guarantee of greater amplification than that of any other similar transformer available.

R. F. Amplifier Transformer Type T-11

Wavelength
150-500 m.

Superlative Performance - - - Superlative Workmanship

Dealers: Write

MU-RAD LABORATORIES

ASBURY PARK, N. J.

ST. LOUIS, MO.
Dealers and Radio Citizens

Order Your Needs From Our

LARGEST AND COMPLETE ASSORTED STOCK PARTS OF ALL KINDS COMPLETE SETS

Largest Stock Radiotrons and Kenotrons in U. S. A.

Write for our new price list No. 100-E

Ludwig Hommel & Co.
530-534 Fernando St., PITTSBURGH, PA.

Original from UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
Hello Everybody!

(This is Radio KZC Speaking)

THE LATEST SELECTION IS

“MAIL ORDER BLUES”

Have you ever heard it? No! Well, then you must be one of the many satisfied customers who have tried

Wesrad Service

Send For Our

LATEST PRICE DICTIONARY

It is indispensable to the careful purchaser

The Fifth Edition has 3,000 Circulation

Are you one of the wide-awake men who use this Bulletin and service exclusively.

WESTERN RADIO ELECTRIC CO.
550 South Flower
Los Angeles, Cal.

274 Twelfth Street
Oakland, Cal.

When writing to advertisers please mention THIS WIRELESS AGE.

LOCAL amateur wireless operators have become so numerous that the Caribou Radio Association, Ontario, has decided to rule the waves overheard. Hereafter low power transmissions may be permitted during certain night hours, while others are set apart for long distance work exclusively and for testing.

“Free ether for all” is the rule during the daytime.

The following schedule for operation of amateur stations has been adopted:
From 7 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. free ether for all.
From 5.50 p.m. to 6 p.m. testing only.
From 6 p.m. to 7.30 p.m., low power transmission only.
From 7.30 p.m. to 10 p.m. silence, listening for concerts and so forth.
From 10 p.m. to 11 p.m., free ether for all.
From 11 p.m. to 7 a.m., long distance work only; all local work ceases.

THE Arlington Radio Club, Arlington, Mass., has recently acquired a station license, 1COD, and is now operating a telephone transmitter using 35-watt tubes. This station is noted for its fine modulation. Plans are under way to install in the near future a C.W. transmitter using 30-watt tubes for C.W., 1CW and phone.

WIRELESS enthusiasts of all ages and both sexes compose the membership of the Seattle Radio Association.

The purpose of the organization is twofold. It serves to control the traffic of the air to both radiophone and telegraph communication, supervision being placed in the hands of Traffic Manager Howard S. Maier, who is also president of the club. Rules governing the hours at which local and long distance conversations may take place have been worked out by the club, and as a result, the confusion which reigned prior to its inception is being replaced by carefully regulated traffic.

The other object of the club is to encourage experimentation.

Regular weekly meetings of the club at the assembly hall of the Chamber of Commerce will be addressed by authorities on radio developments.

National Amateur Wireless Association

(Continued from page 42)
Batteries Reverse Polarity At Low Temperature

(Continued from page 31)

does in ordinary operation at normal air temperatures. But between 80 and 100 degrees below, after the electrolyte had "under-cooled," it increased in temperature slightly as freezing began. The voltage dropped down to nothing at about minus-100 degrees Centigrade and then, at a slightly lower temperature, strangely registered a minus reading. Still more unexpected was the fact that there was registered as high as 10 volts in the direction opposite to the normal voltage. Then the voltage violently fluctuated ranging from positive ten volts to negative ten volts. These reversals happen whenever the frozen electrolyte of the cell "tickled." A dry cell of an electric flashlight of commercial grade was given the same cooling treatment, and after giving slightly higher voltages than normal at 115 degrees below, it gradually reduced voltage until at 170 degrees below it reversed its voltage also.

But while the voltages shown under the sub-arctic temperatures are reversed and remarkably large, no hope is held out that storage batteries can be recharged by the simple method of cooling them to the low temperatures used in the Bureau of Standards tests. The currents at these low temperatures are very small.

Coupler for Short Waves

(Continued from page 39)

er right hand corner is the primary switch, which may be any standard switch lever and seven contact points. On the right hand side are drilled six inch holes for the binding posts. The binding posts, knob and dial, switch lever, contacts, etc., are put on the panel and the panel screwed to the base. The primary, secondary and tickler are connected to the six posts and the taps fastened to the contacts. Only one variable condenser across the secondary is necessary. The coupler gives best results when used in the hook-up shown in figure 2.

ANOTHER GENERAL RADIO ACCOMPLISHMENT

FOR MANY YEARS the General Radio Company has been supplying the research and educational institution laboratories throughout the country with high-grade radio apparatus suitable for research work. Only instruments of the finest quality are accepted in this class of work. The experience obtained in this line has enabled us to design instruments for the citizen radio field that represent the latest developments in engineering and mechanical skill.

The newest instrument in this line is the variable air condenser illustrated above. Here is an instrument of laboratory quality, yet selling at a price within reach of the experimenter.

EXAMINE SOME OF ITS FEATURES:

CAPACITANCE SCALE: In addition to regular scale divided into 100 equal divisions, the dial is also graduated in microfarads, thus showing capacity at any setting.

LOW DIELECTRIC LOSS: Hard rubber is the only solid dielectric used. Quantity used is small and is placed with respect to the electronics field that the dielectric has a very large capacity, also, kept constant.

HEAVY ZINC PLATES: ADJUSTER: Danger of short circuiting minimized.

SPECIAL SPRING BEARINGS: Tension always remains the same. Good contact insured.

NULL ALL BEARING ON PANEL MOUNTING: No short circuiting if distance between bearings is changed.

LOW ZERO CAPACITY: Makes wide range possible.

METAL CASE GROUNDED TO ROTARY PLATES: Shields condenser, reducing capacity effects of hand while tuning.

You cannot afford to deny your set the advantages of this condenser. Give the long distance messages a chance.

TYPE 247 CONDENSER, COMPLETELY MOUNTED, CAPACITY .001 MICROFARAD

PRICE $5.50

GENERAL RADIO CO.

Massachusetts Avenue and Windsor Street
Cambridge 39 Massachusetts

Standardize on General Radio Equipment Throughout

When writing to advertisers please mention THIS MAGAZINE
**FIRST! BEST! 100%**

**PACENT UNIVERSAL PLUG**

This is a radio plug. It fits all standard jacks—and pocketbooks. Of course, no solder is used to make a connection with the Pacent plug. The cord tips are held in such a way that pulling-up to and beyond the breaking of the cord—only tightens the grip. Yet the tips may be released instantly by proper construction makes the device good for a lifetime. There is only one Pacent Plug and that is approved by the United States Government and used by the foremost amateurs. Don’t forget to insist on the original, 100% plug.

FROM YOUR DEALER OR DIRECT - $2.00

You should have a copy of our booklet PW entitled “Pacent Radio Essentials” which will be sent you on receipt of five cents in stamps.

**Pacent Electric Company, Inc.**

LOUIS G. PACENT, Pres.  
Manufacturers and Distributors  
180 NASSAU STREET — — — — NEW YORK, N. Y.  
Member Radio Section Associated Manufacturers of Electrical Supplies

---

**A perfect rectifier at last, fully automatic and fool-proof in every respect. It can be operated by anyone.**

**The HOMCHARGER**

connects to any alternating current socket, gives a taper charge—will fully charge any “A” battery over night. It is self-polarizing. Connect your battery either way and it will always charge.

Automatically disconnects battery when power is interrupted. Restarts charging when connections are restored. Adjustable for wave form, frequency and voltage. Contains only one moving and two wearing parts, lasting thousands of hours, replaceable as a unit for $1.00.

The highest charging rate, greatest efficiency, and simplest of any rectifier selling for less than $100.00. Bulletin 625 proves it. Ask for your copy.

Manufactured in sizes for charging three or six-cell batteries from both alternating and direct current circuits. Cannot injure battery—will last a lifetime—approved by underwriters—satisfaction guaranteed. For sale by all Radio, electrical and accessory dealers or shipped express prepaid for purchase

**PRICE $18.50**

**ATTENTION MOTORISTS!**

Send for special Bulletin 58, showing how easy it is to “HOMCHARGE” your battery.

**THE AUTOMATIC ELECTRICAL DEVICES CO.**  
119 West Third Street, Cincinnati, Ohio  
Canadian Distributors—Rowley & Moody, Ltd., Toronto.

---

**Hook-up That Simplifies Tuning**

(Continued from page 40)

would be to place a telephone transmitter between the middle tap and the ground, eliminating the transformer in series with the grid leak, but ground modulation appears to be not so efficient as the grid leak variety.

The aerial need not be pretentious to obtain surprising results, merely a single strand inside of house to garret will suffice. Later, when your enthusiasm grows, an outdoor multi-strand aerial for real long distance work connection with amplifier circuits, may be erected.

Using a dry battery instead of the usual storage battery for filament lighting, a pair of 3000 Murdocks and a set of standard type “B” battery, twenty-five dollars ought to cover the expense of a crackerjack outfit, using this simple circuit.

---

**Queries Answered**

**A**NSWERS will be given in this department to questions of subscribers, covering the full range of wireless subjects, but only those which relate to the technical phases of the art and which are of general interest to readers will be published here. The subscriber’s name and address must be given in all letters and only one page of the paper written on; diagrams are necessary. Answers must be on a separate sheet and drawn with India ink. Not more than five questions of one reader can be answered in the same issue. To receive attention these rules must be rigidly observed.

Postscript—No questions answered by mail.

C. H. C., Chicago, Ill.

Q. 1. Have never seen a plan for a step-up transformer printed, and would like you to supply me some working data.

Ans. 1. A step-up transformer for vacuum tubes is described in our Prize Article in this issue. Additional information on transformers will be found in “The Wireless Experimenter’s Manual” by Elmer E. Bucher, price $2.25.

... . . .

G. C. H., Fort Stockton, Texas.

Q. 1. Kindly give an explanation of how it comes that I have no difficulty whatever in copying WGG on galena, just an ordinary galena hook-up, any hour of day or night when he is sending. I get other C. W. stations also, at times, but he is always readable, and comes in nearly as strong as on one V. T.

Ans. 1. This is probably due to the presence of some form of high frequency induction which acts as a beat to produce the signals which you receive. Just what is the cause of it; however, we are unable to state not being familiar with the exact situation of your antenna with respect to power lines.

---

**MUTUAL PURCHASERS ASS’N**

Send stamp for particulars regarding the saving you can make on anything radio you require.

24 Stone Street, NEW YORK
SECOND ANNUAL AMATEUR RADIO
Convention - Exhibition

A Real Radio Convention and a
Real Exhibition of Radio Equipment

Pennsylvania Hotel - New York
MARCH 7-8-9-10-11, 1922.

Another year has rolled around and the time for the Second District Convention and Radio Show, the big event of radio, is almost here. Everybody remembers, (for everybody was there), the smashing big success of last year. Well this year is going to add another big success to the history of radio. There isn’t any doubt about it, for everybody who was there last year will be on hand again to meet everybody else, and will bring with them all the new converts to the cause created by radio phone broadcasting.

This Simon-pure radio show will be the most interesting and instructive affair of the kind ever held. The general arrangements are practically the same as last year.

The glass-enclosed roof garden of the hotel will be the exhibit hall, and the adjoining Butterfly Room affords an excellent lecture hall, with adequate seating capacity. Only papers of vital interest to amateurs will be presented.

Developments in the new and rapidly broadening field of radio have come thick and fast since last year. Some of them are so amazing in character and so far beyond anything yet generally known to the average radio operator, that any attempt to describe them on this printed page would result only in a very poor and inadequate effort. Come yourself and hear about them and see these new epoch-making devices in actual operation, and you will immediately wonder at the almost unlimited applications of radio to useful purposes.

A banquet for everybody, male and female, will be held on the night of the 11th (Saturday). And it’s going to be SOME banquet. This refers both to the dinner and what will be done and who will do it. All the big men of radio will be there.

That dusky-hued girl who was the sensation of last year’s dinner will be there again, to demonstrate the last gasp in Hawaiian grass costumes. All male guests will be searched at the door for concealed lawn-mowers.

The Convention and Exhibition will open at 7 p.m., March 7, and will be open from 3 p.m. to 11 p.m. on the following days. A season badge will be sold at the door for 50 cents, covering the five days. One time admissions 25 cents.

The banquet charge will be $4.00. The number which can be accommodated is limited to 600. Tickets will be allotted up to this number only, in the order in which applications are received. Applications by mail should be made to John Di Blasi, 6 Warren Street, New York.

Tickets are also on sale at

Continental Radio & Electric Corporation,
6 Warren Street, New York.

Manhattan Electrical Supply Company,
17 Park Place, New York.

J. H. Bunzel Company,
32 Park Place, New York.

American Electro Technical Appliance Company,
355 Fulton Street, New York.

Wireless Press,
336 Broadway, New York.

This convention-exhibition is held under the auspices of the Second District Executive Radio Council. It is non-partisan, non-sectarian, non-everything—just a straight out and out Second District Amateur Radio Affair, sponsored by all the radio clubs of the Second District.

This is an unparalleled opportunity for material gain, for acquiring knowledge, the making of personal acquaintances, and for general good. It will be the biggest thing ever done in the history of amateur radio.

EXECUTIVE RADIO COUNCIL—Second District

COMMITTEE

J. O. Smith, Chairman
336 Broadway, New York

R. H. McMann, Assoc. Chairman

John Di Blasi
A. P. Clough
J. B. Ferguson
C. Hobson

A. C. Mills
F. B. Olmsohn
C. J. Goette
C. E. Trube

B. B. Jackson
W. A. Reoey
W. J. Howell
R. Hertzberg

L. M. Cockaday
C. E. Huffman
J. J. Kulick

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE.
Radiophone Broadcasting
(Continued from page 27)

W J Z Notes

THE Radio Chapel Service seems to be very popular with radio fans and their immediate friends. Innumerable letters have come to our attention in which the owner of the receiving set has had as many as twenty friends listening to this extremely novel method of observing the Sabbath. One commendable instance of appreciation for this home delivered service was a contribution sent by E. D. Every of Roselle Park, N. J., who, after hearing the sermon delivered, forwarded to the preacher a collection taken up by him at the conclusion of the services on Sunday night, feeling, as he stated, that this was the only lacking element in the otherwise complete service.

To unfortunate people who through some affliction are unable to go about the radio set means immeasurable pleasure. One man, acknowledging the Sunday service sent out by WJZ, states that he suffers from paralysis and is unable to leave his bed, but by the aid of the phone by his side enjoyed to the fullest extent the first sermon he has heard in years.

At the 23rd Regiment Armory, Bedford and Atlantic avenues, Brooklyn, where the Brooklyn Manufacturers' Industrial Exposition was held, large audiences were entertained with the WDY and WJZ radio programs. A new amplifier was tried out in one of the squad rooms and afforded entertainment for every one within ear-shot of the place.

Paul F. Godley at WDY

PAUL F. GODLEY greeted his fellow amateurs by informing them that he was particularly pleased to be able to speak to his many friends from the very room where he spent many happy moments a few years ago while employed at the then Marconi Plant, now being used by WDY.

A list of stations heard was then given, it being pointed out that, while 27 stations in all were heard, only 7 were spark stations while 20 of the stations used continuous wave, the latest method of efficient method of transmission. Some of these stations using such small power inputs as 30 watts.

A plea was made by Mr. Godley for the abandonment of spark methods by amateur relay men, and in particular the abandonment of the spark coil which is, as generally used, obnoxious to all interests and a great cause of present day interference.

It is an interesting fact that Mr. J. O. Smith, Chairman of the 2nd District Executive Radio Council, who introduced Mr. Godley to his radio audience, was also heard in England, through his station 2ZL during the trans-Atlantic tests, but by British amateurs. Mr. Smith, who is an amateur of many years experience, first met Mr. Godley as the direct result of secret service work done with Mr. Smith as the subject of investigation and the happy results of which developed considerable humor.

The Radio Installation at WDY is located in an artistically appointed studio which occupies a room at the old factory of the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co. at Roselle Park, once filled with a maze of precision machine tools used for the construction of model radio equipment.

During the World War, Godley spent much of his time both day and night in this room in an effort to hasten the supply of equipment for use by the Army and Navy. A list of stations heard by Mr. Godley at Ardrossan, Scotland, follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1ARY Burlington, Vt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1BDT Atlantic, Mass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2BK Yonkers, N. Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2EL Freeport, L. I.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1AAW Illegal station not located.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2DN Yonkers, N. Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3BP Newmarket, Ontario.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continuous Wave

1RU Hartford, Conn.
1ARY Burlington, Vt.
1BDT Atlantic, Mass.
1BKA Glenbrook, Conn.
1YK Worcester, Mass.
2FD New York, N. Y.
2ARY Brooklyn, N. Y.
2BM Riverhead, N. Y.
8BU Cleveland, Ohio.
8XV Pittsburgh, Pa.
1RZ Ridgefield, Conn.
1BCG Greenwich, Conn.
1BGF Hartford, Conn.
1XM Cambridge, Mass.
2EH Riverhead, N. Y.
2FP Brooklyn, N. Y.
2AJW Babylon, L. I.
3DH Princeton University.
3FB Atlantic City, N. J.
3ACF Washington, Pa.

About a half dozen stations were also heard by British amateurs during these tests, one of which was that of Mr. Smith as mentioned above. Complete reports from British stations have not yet been compiled, but will probably be published at an early date.

Mr. Godley concluded his talk by calling for close co-operation on the part of the great amateur body with the government radio officials so as to prevent unnecessary interference and illegal transmissions.
- in home sets or amateur stations-

**This A-P combination**

It is well known to the radio art that no tube can be both an amplifier and an efficient detector of spark signals; only a combination of tubes can give complete efficiency. Remember that, and when buying tubes for the A-P combination, the efficiency of either tube is increased by trying to make it perform the functions of the other, but each is highly specialized and fully developed to perform in its own capacity, the two operating together, thus providing a higher efficiency than can possibly be accomplished by any one tube or in any other way.


**Atlantic Pacific Radio Supply Company**

National Distributors for the Moorehead Laboratories, Inc.

**MISSION STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA**

Eastern Office—-8 Kirk Place, Newark, New Jersey

---

**P ARAG O N**

**the**

**PIONEER**

1915 First regenerative receiver ever manufactured bore the name PARAGON.

1916 First Trans-continental Amateur Reception (New York to California; not pre-arranged) effected with a PARAGON Type RA-6 Receiver.

1916 First Trans-continental Amateur Transmission (New York to California; not pre-arranged) effected by PARAGON designed transmitter.

1917-1918 PARAGON acknowledged supreme on Western Front.

1921—First Trans-Atlantic Amateur reception effected with PARAGON receiving equipment, at which time 27 different amateurs scattered throughout the Eastern section of the United States registered signals at Ardrossan.

**THERE'S A REASON**

ADAMS-MORGAN CO.

Manufacturers

UPPER MONTCLAIR, N. J.

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
For the Modern Critical Tube

**KLOSNER VERNIER RHEOSTAT**

The first and only Vernier rheostat made having but

**One Single Knob**

for both the rough and fine adjustments.

Simple Quick Positive

Highly finished Condensite base and knob. Phosphor bronze contact springs. All metal parts polished nickel plate. Diameter only 2 1/8 inches.

Price Only $1.50

Add Shipping weight one pound.

Get it at your dealer or send direct to us. Sold on a satisfaction or money back guarantee.

Dealers - Jobbers - Manufacturers: Write immediately for attractive proposition.

The following progressive dealers and jobbers handle this new instrument:

- Atlantic City, N. J., Paramount Radio Supply Co.
- Bethlehem, Pa., Lehigh Radio Co.
- Chicago, Ill., Chicago Radio Apparatus Co.
- Erie, Pa., Electric Equipment Co.
- Ft. Worth, Texas, Prof Osa R. Garrett.
- Kansas City, Mo., Western Radio Co.


Newark, N. J., Funke & Co.

Omaha, Nea., Wolfe Electric Co.

Plainfield, N. J., Paul R. Callier.

Port Arthur, Texas, Port Arthur Radio Laboratory.

Sacramento, Cal., J. C. Hohreth Co.

Seattle, Wash., Northern Radio and Electric Co.

**KLOSNER IMPROVED APPARATUS CO.**

2404 Crotona Avenue Dept. W New York City, N. Y.

Learn The Code

With The OMNIGRAPH

The Omnigraph Automatic Transmitter will teach you the Code—at home—in the shortest possible time and at the least possible expense. Connected with Buzzer or Buzzer and Phone, the Omnigraph will send you unlimited Continental messages, by the hour, at any speed you desire. It will bring an expert Operator—right into your home—and will quickly qualify you to pass the examination for a first grade license.

**THE OMNIGRAPH MFG. CO., Dept. C 26 Cortlandt St., N. Y.**
THE WIRELESS AGE

Send 12c today (stamps or coin) for copy of the greatest radio catalog ever put between the covers of two pages.

Type "Q" Receiver

An Ideal Receiving Set for Long and Short Wave and Radio Telephone Reception

This set is the most flexible receiving set on the market. With the use of the various sizes of Honeycomb Coils everything in the range of radio telegraph and telephone reception from 200 to 25,000 meters is brought into your home. Consists of three coil mounting, and three Variable Condensers of proper capacity. Tuning extremely sharp. Remler dials. Price without detector $35.00 Price with detector $40.00

Duck’s New Radio Catalog No. 16

275 pages —— A Catalog De Luxe

NEVER in the history of radio was such a catalog printed. The radio data and diagrams, embracing upwards of fifty pages, gives the experimenter more valuable and up-to-date information than will be found in many text books selling for $2.00, and $1.00 could be spent for a dozen different radio catalogs before you could gather together the comprehensive listing of worth while radio goods found in this great catalog.

A Brief Summary of the Radio Goods Listed in This Catalog

The entire radio catalog of the Radio Corporation, with a wealth of scientific and technical data on C. W. Transmitting sets, and all the diagrams for the assembling of these sets; the complete Remler catalog, which embraces 25 pages, the Westinghouse, Firth, Murdock, Federal, DeForest, Clapp-Eastham, Brandes, Connecticut Company, Thordarson, Turner, Magnavox Company catalogs, the best products of the Adams-Morgan, Signal and countless other manufacturers, including our own complete line of radio apparatus, and many individual items and parts used in radio work today.

THE WILLIAM B. DUCK COMPANY, 239-241 Superior St., TOLEDO, OHIO
Keco-Radio Storage Batteries

The highest grade of battery built especially for wireless instruments

Solid oak box, natural finish, highly varnished, 6 Volt, 7 heavy "Cristol" Plates per cell, 50 Am.

We are the largest builders of exclusive wireless batteries in the country, Thousands in use, Sold by all leading dealers or shipped direct $20.00.

KALB ELECTRIC CO., 7323 Manchester Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Dealers write for discounts for 1922.

---

TUSKA Moulded C.W. Inductances

Type 1Nc—$3.15
Type 1Nn—$4.15
Type 127—$4.65

This latest Tusa development consists of a moulded inductance form four inches in diameter and six inches long. The threads for the wire are also moulded in, which insures not only a perfect mechanical process but the inductive losses are less than in the case of a machined product.

The inductance is supplied in three forms as shown. The models are wound with No. 12 soft drawn copper wire. This will carry an average load of 60 watts. The inductances are tapped every third turn or every turn in which case they are staggered in three rows.

We are proud of this latest Tusa product and invite you to inspect it at your dealers. The latest Tusa Catalog No. 2 is out and shows several new products. Send 5 cents in stamps.

THE C. D. TUSKA COMPANY, 6 Hoadley Place, Hartford, Conn.

---

Federal Telephone and Telegraph Company
Buffalo, N. Y.

---

Practical Coil Aerial Data

Eliminate that QRM. Receive on an indoor coil aerial. If you know the approximate maximum capacity of the variable condenser which you will use across the coil terminals, the set of curves and tables we have compiled will enable you to construct a coil of proper number of turns for any wavelength. Charts covering 0 to 2400 meters 60c; 2400 to 24000 meters 50c.

G. A. DAVIS CO.,
2371 Champain N. W., Washington, D. C.
THE TYPE JX
A.C. METER

This is a comparatively new meter, brought out to be used in conjunction with the J.X.
DioTroxN power tubes, by the use of the proper voltage and current in the filament heating
circuit, the life of the tube can be prolonged from two to three times, and the
meter, used to determine the proper constant, becomes a valuable instrument indeed. The use
of alternating current is recommended by our radio experts, as it provides for an even
potential on each point of the filament and reduces chance burns to a negligible factor. Since
the flow of electrons from filament to plate reduces the diameter of the filament, the resistance
changes and the required current value changes accordingly. Hence it is evident that where but
one meter is used in this circuit, a voltmeter is preferred since filament life is obtained by
keeping the potential within 3% of rated value. The movement of meter is that of a
larger instrument, redesigned in a legible manner to 0-5-10-50 volts, etc. Rohe range 3 in.
3% in. The moving element is a magnetic iron vane, mounted between banded bearings, is
attached to a roll of wire on a hard rubber spool.
Stock Rotle readings here.

0-10 TYPE JX A.C. AMMETER - $8.00
0-15 TYPE JX A.C. VOLTMETER - $8.00
Somerville Loose-Leaf Catalogue 25c

SOMERVILLE RADIO LABORATORY
Retail Sales Division, Dept. WA.

KEystone Rheostat

The "Keystone" is one of the
finest constructed Rheostats on
the market, and is one of the
best reduplication and durable material
possible to obtain. Next in appear-
ance, is 2" diam., ½" deep, laid
of 5 shafts, and all parts are made of
brass, and pointer is of heavy
brass nickel plated and polished.
Resistance is 1 ohm, 1½ steps,
carrying capacity. Can be easily
estimated on blank panel by only
drilling two holes, also dial can be
seen instead of the knob and pointer
for replaced. Resistance is wound
nich by an inner strip and cannot become loose. Sold on guar-
antee of satisfaction or purchase
price will be refunded.

PRICE $1.25

Amateurs and constructors don't
miss sending 5 cents in stamps for
our complete set of bulletins on our
materials, machine parts, wire, standard apparatus, and amplifying apparatus and save
money and time.

Keystone Radio Company
GREENVILLE, PENN.

EASTERN RADIO
INSTITUTE

899 BOYLSTON ST.
BOSTON, MASS.

FALL CLASSES !!!

Learn Radio at the OLDEST, LARGEST and BEST EQUIPPED
radio school in New England. New students may join our FALL
CLASSES, DAY or EVENING on any Monday.
Successful graduates of the EASTERN RADIO INSTITUTE are
found in responsible radio positions all over the world! Why not
be one! Our ORGANIZATION with Years of PHENOMENAL
EXPERIENCE and SUCCESS is behind every man who enrolls.
Over 4000 satisfied graduates tell our story best. Send in your
enrollment today!

P. D. PITTS, Director.

DOUBLEDAY-HILL FEDERAL HEADSETS

Note Prices--Order by Mail

Accompany orders by Postoffice
Money Order or Certified Check

Highly sensitive, light weight, ex-
ceptionally efficient. Will meet the
most rigid requirements. Both re-
ceivers paired by test. Ability to
bring in weak signals clearly make
them very popular with experimenters.
Each Headset complete with 6 ft.
mohre-proof cord.

2200 OHM

$ 8.00

3200 OHM

$10.50

Distributors for Gobre, DeForest, Modock, Signal, Chelsea, Magnavox, Radio Corporation
of America and other highest grade radio Apparatus. All sizes of Radiotron Vacuum
Tubes. Amateurs and Experimenters invited to write for our prices on Radio parts, etc.

DOUBLEDAY-HILL ELECTRIC CO.
715 Twelfth St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
Radio Dept.—Dept. C

ACME
AMPLIFYING
TRANSFORMER
$5.00

The Heart of Any Amplifier
Can't Be Beat

Carried in Stock by Leading Dealers
Write for Bulletins

Acme Apparatus Company
180 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE
CAMBRIDGE 40, MASS.

NEW YORK SALES OFFICE: 1270 Broadway.
Waterproof Fibre Insulation

Hard fibre is the toughest dielectric known. Add to Diamond Hard Fibre the commanding quality of water-resistance and the combination produces Condensite Celoron—the last word in electrical insulation.

This remarkable material marks a new era in the wireless world. In addition to being waterproof, high in dielectric strength and light in weight, Condensite Celoron is insoluble, insusceptible and immune to the effects of climatic or atmospheric change. Read this Bureau of Standard text:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wave Length</th>
<th>Approximate Frequency</th>
<th>Phase Difference</th>
<th>Dielectric Constant-K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meters</td>
<td>Cycles per second</td>
<td>Degrees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>273</td>
<td>864,000</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,025</td>
<td>221,500</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,067</td>
<td>97,500</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We supply Condensite Celoron in standard size sheets, rods and tubes ready for all machining purposes—for experts and amateurs. Sold by radio equipment dealers everywhere. If your dealer cannot supply you, write us.

Diamond State Fibre Company
Bridgeport (near Philadelphia), Penna.
Branch Factory and Warehouse, CHICAGO

In Canada: Diamond State Fibre Co. of Canada, Ltd., Toronto

Bunnell Instruments Always Satisfy
Our Jove Detectors Simplest and Best
Sample mailed for $3.00 Test and Guaranteed Galena 25 cents
Our Keys, Spark Gaps, Condensers, Transformers, etc., are high grade but inexpensive Distributors of Standard Electrical Novelty Company Type B "Cyclone" Audion Batteries. Also In-Forest and all other makes of High-Class Wireless Apparatus Send stamp for our No. 41-W Catalog

Bunnell Instruments
J. H. BUNNELL & CO. - - - 32 Park Place, New York City, N. Y.

IS RADIO YOUR HOBBY?
If so, why not make your hobby your business? Enjoy life by making your work as interesting as your play, and profitable as well.

BECOME A RADIO OPERATOR
We can train you in a short time in our modern laboratories and Code Rooms. Expert Instructors—Latest Equipment—Dormitories—Swimming Pool.

Write for Illustrated Booklet

Y. M. C. A. RADIO SCHOOL
149 East 86th St. "The Best Radio School in the East" New York City

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
The First Time in the History of Citizen Radio

A RELAY AND RECORDER AVAILABLE TO THE AMATEUR

The HALL RELAY

Will record all radio signals on tape, operate a coupler, buzzer, bell or other electrical device, from the radio signal as ordinarily received by ear. Operates directly off of a standard receiver, and opens and closes a circuit through sturdy contacts. Price complete $125.00.

Our new catalog is ready, illustrating hundreds of standard parts for wireless apparatus as well as many radio telegraph and telephone receivers and transmitters. Many pages of instructions and diagrams. It is the most comprehensive and DeLuxe edition of a radio catalog ever offered to the experimenter. Send $1.50 in stamps for it, and they will be credited on your first order for $1.00 or more.

Our stocks are complete and we are prepared to give you prompt deliveries on the following lines:

DISTRIBUTORS FOR

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

CHELSEA RADIO CO.

DEFOREST RADIO TEL. & TEL. CO.

A. H. GREEN & CO.

CLAPP-EASTHAM CO.

WESTINGHOUSE RECEIVERS,

JOHN Firth & CO.

Baldwin Receivers

Hall Products.

Note: Manufacturers and Distributors in the world of Hall Relays and Tape Recorders. Patented in all countries of the world.

The Karlowa Radio Company

Rock Island, Illinois

Million Point Mineral

The Most Sensitive Detector Mineral on Earth

One Dollar Brings You Sample of this Famous Mineral

Dealers: Write for trade proposition

Million Point Mineral Co.

Box 158

Needles, California

ALBERT G. BENSON

140 Westminster St., Providence, R.I.

The BEST in

Radio Apparatus

and

Wireless Supplies

Prompt Service

Enough Said

AFTER ALL—

Service Is What Counts Most.

We have the largest stock of radio goods in the South, but what is more important your goods are shipped the same day that your order reaches us.

We Carry All the Best Lines

Get our Bulletin "W" FREE

Your request on a postal will do the trick

Come in and see us when you are in New Orleans


When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
WIRELESS CATALOGUE

Whether you are interested in a complete radio receiving outfit, or a half a dozen binding posts, you'll find the particular instrument, best for your needs, in Corwin's Catalogue. Send 10c (preceded by your first order) for your copy today! Where's the nearest mail-box?

A.H. CORWIN & CO.
4 W. Park St. Dept. C
Newark New Jersey

WIRELESS PROFITS

You, as a reader of this magazine know the great strides wireless has made in the last five years. There will be big profits for the companies in this business.

Get in now. We buy and sell all Wireless, Telephone, Telegraph and Electrical equipment Securities. Write us for information on any company you may be interested in. “Stanton’s Wireless Bulletin” sent free upon request.

FRANK T. STANTON & CO.
Specialist in Wireless Shares
25 Broad St. New York
Telephone Brand 8819

NEW MOTORS

For All Purposes
All Sizes Up To 5 H.P.

We Specialize In Small Motors & Generators
All Prices and Figures in Stock at All Times
Largest exclusive Mail Order Small Motor dealers in the world

CHAS. N. JOHNSTON, Box F West End, Pittsburgh, Pa.

WIRELESS TELEPHONE GENERATORS
500 VOLT - 100 WATT - 3200 P. M.
For Connecting To Your Generator Sets.

$28.50

WRITE FOR CATALOG

WIRELESS AGE

FAR AWAY IN THE FROZEN NORTH

MacMillan's band set up its little wireless outfit and was delighted to discover that they could listen in on messages from twelve wireless stations in the civilized world.

"Upon our arrival today 1124 geographical miles north of Boston, we tested our wireless and were delighted to hear at least 12 stations. The Manchester station we heard every day at noon and at 10 P. M. when signals are sent broadcast. I think we saw the first Arctic expedition to ever keep in touch with home bringing terror minds possibly the fact that while we are apparently in a world unbroken by any long dead, far to the south of us there is another world, a progressive and thrilling with activity. The musical little note that reaches our ears nearly every minute of the day is a constant reminder that we are a part of the world and not forgotten. When in winter quarters we shall put up a large antenna and undoubtedly keep in touch with home through the year."—Excerpt from MacMillan's story to the "Boston Globe," Dec. 4, 1911.

THE RADIO EQUIPMENT USED BY DONALD B. MACMILLAN

Was selected from the regular stock of the Atlantic Radio Company—not special equipment designed for his particular purpose. If this regular stock equipment is able to serve the MacMillan wireless workers under adverse conditions—WHAT WILL IT DO FOR YOU?

THERE IS BUT ONE INFERENCEd

Send for our literature—it is free.

LISTEN TO THE WORLD'S MUSIC WITH TRESKO 810 TUNERS AND K. D. CONDENSERS

Tesko Binding Post, 15 for $1.50 Add P. P.
A 24-Page Catalog for 10c
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"Upon our arrival today 1124 geographical miles north of Boston, we tested our wireless and were delighted to hear at least 12 stations. The Manchester station we heard every day at noon and at 10 P. M. when signals are sent broadcast. I think we saw the first Arctic expedition to ever keep in touch with home bringing terror minds possibly the fact that while we are apparently in a world unbroken by any long dead, far to the south of us there is another world, a progressive and thrilling with activity. The musical little note that reaches our ears nearly every minute of the day is a constant reminder that we are a part of the world and not forgotten. When in winter quarters we shall put up a large antenna and undoubtedly keep in touch with home through the year."—Excerpt from MacMillan's story to the "Boston Globe," Dec. 4, 1911.

THE RADIO EQUIPMENT USED BY DONALD B. MACMILLAN
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THERE IS BUT ONE INFERENCEd
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CO-OPERATION

in buying radio apparatus results in a saving of time, effort and money for the members of the Mutual Purchasers Association. How easy it is to order all your radio supplies from one central source, and get immediate shipments on all standard makes! And since the association is profit-sharing, you have on an terrific wholesale buying. Order from the list of special below, or send stamp for details.

Storage Batteries
Marko 6v, 30-45 Amp. hour $14.65
Marko 6v, 45-65 Amp. hour $17.00
Marko 6v, 65-80 Amp. hour $21.00
Marko 6v, 80-90 Amp. hour $40.00

Variable Condensers
Chelsea No.1 unmounted 0.001 mfd. $4.75
Chelsea No.1 mounted 0.001 mfd. 6.00
Chelsea No.2 mounted 0.001 mfd. 8.00
Chelsea No.3 mounted 0.001 mfd. 8.00

Telephone Receivers
Brands "Navy" type $14.00
Brands "Superior" type 8.00
Murdock No. 85 250 ohms 6.50
Murdock No. 56 3000 ohms 6.50
Baldwin type "G" 12.75
Baldwin type "E" 15.00

MUTUAL PURCHASERS' ASS'N.
2-4 Stone St., New York

Immediate Delivery
on all standard makes of Radio Apparatus. No matter what instrument you desire send us your order for quick shipment. Chicago Amateurs: Come and inspect our new apparatus, largest stock in the Middle West. Open all day Saturday.

Chicago Radio Apparatus Co., Inc.
506 South Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.

QST QST QST
$1.00 PER COIL AEROPLANE ANTENNA WIRE PER COIL $1.00
Compressed 16 Strands No. 22 Bare Copper, Braided
(Includes Postage on One Pound)
(Buyers-Writes for Discount)

Baldwin Phones, New Prices
Grebe Apparatus, New Models
Type C $14.00 CR8 Super-New, 150-2500 meters $18.00
Type E $13.50 CR8 150-3600 meters, with det. unit 80.00
Type F $14.00 CR8 150-3600 meters, det. and 2-step 130.00

"The House of Service"
LINZE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
1129 Olive Street
Dept. W2
St. Louis, Mo.

If you have anything to sell, use the Wireless Age Classified Section

The House of Service

LINZE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
1129 Olive Street
Dept. W2
St. Louis, Mo.

We have greatley improved facilities to handle our ever increasing Mail Order Business. Have you enjoyed our prompt service? If not—why not?

We have complete stock of parts for the Radiophone you are building.

Has The Latest
Radio Apparatus
In Stock

Philadelphia School of Wireless Telegraphy
Jobbers and Dealers in Everything Radio
1838 PINE STREET, Just West of Broad Street, PHILADELPHIA

THE TWENTY NINERS

Bulletin upon request

Two Superlative models in combination at less than the cost of most single receivers
Licensed under Armstrong Patent No. 1,113,149

Jones Regenerative Receiver, 200-2500 Metres $29.00
Jones Two Stage Amplifying Transformer $29.00

Formica Panels, Rotor and Stator

JONES RADIO CO., Laboratory, 384 Monroe Street, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY

CHAMBERS INSTITUTE. A High-Grade School where Radio-telegraphy is taught in all its branches, beginning with the code and going straight through. Theory taught by Lectures, Blackboard, and practical demonstrations of Apparatus, both during the course of construction and when completed. A large Wireless Station (3XL) with Motor-generator Set complete.

We spare no pains to make our Students first-grade Commercial Operators, and give special attention to backward graduates. Location very central. Convenient to both railroads and all trolley lines.

We also carry a full line of all standard makes of Wireless Apparatus. Parts a specialty. Call, phone or write for particulars.

CHAMBERS INSTITUTE of WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
2046 Arch Street

Mr. Amateur—
See pages 9 and 13 this issue.

THIS COMPLETE SET $35
Type HR
REGENETRATIVE RECEIVER

In last months issue of this magazine we introduced to WIRELESS AGE readers the new CLAPP-EASTHAM Type HR Regenerative Receiving Set licensed under Armstrong U. S. Patent No. 111,914. We send this set complete for only $35 yet absolutely guarantee it to give results.

Equal or Superior to any on the market regardless of price.

We promised you that this set would surprise you and your friends by its easy control and the wonderful distances at which it picks up signals, voices, music—and the great clearness and loudness with which these signals come in.

Now we want to tell you about the companion piece to this remarkable receiver—the new CLAPP-EASTHAM

Type Hz TWO STAGE AMPLIFIER

Equipped with our new "Maximus" Amplifying Transformers. Amplifies weak signals hundreds of times—sends almost invisible are made to ring throughout a large room. Convenient switching arrangement permits use of detector only, one stage of amplification, or two stages. This Amplifier exactly matches our HR set in size, finish and arrangement of binding posts, yet is equally effective with receiving sets of other types and makes. Price complete $35. Write us for full details and name of nearest dealer.

Clapp-Eastham Co.
RADIO ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS
161 MAIN ST. CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

California Representative: Lee J. Meyberg Co., San Francisco and Los Angeles.
FUTUARY, 1922 THE WIRELESS AGE

"AN UP-TO-DATE RADIO STORE"
Dealers, Designers and Manufacturers of Radio Equipment
Send for our latest catalogue
THE RADIOTELEGRAPH SHOP CO.
919 Huron Rd., Cleveland, Ohio

New Sorsinc Price List FREE!
Just off the Press—Lists all standard makes of Radio apparatus at latest prices. A postcard brings you copy. Act now.
SHIP OWNER RADIO SERVICE, INC.
89 Washington St.
New York City

FIFTY YEARS OF ELECTRICITY
The Memoirs of an Electrical Engineer
By J. A. FLEMING, M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S.
TABLE OF CONTENTS
Introduction.
Chap. I—Telegraphs and Telephones from 1876 to 1920.
Chap. II—Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony.
Chap. III—Dynamo, Alternators, Transformers and Motors from 1870 to 1920.
Chap. IV—Electric Lamps and Electric Lighting in the last Fifty Years.
Cloth, 368 Pages. Price $10.00.
WIRELESS PRESS, INC.
234 Broadway, New York

Special Announcement

The first product of our own manufacture is a complete crystal receiver, wavelength range 150-650 meters, complete including receiver, phones, aerial equipment, ground equipment. Price $25.00.
Above receiver, less phones, aerial and ground equipment. Price $15.00.

Guaranteed to be free from any electrical or mechanical defect for one year.

Mr. Dealer—
Write, phone or wire TODAY for our proposition.
Let us help you supply the demand you now have for good receiving sets.

Pinkerton Electric Equipment Company
NEW YORK CITY
Phones: Columbus 434 — 611

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
GIVE A THOUGHT TO YOUR PHONES

The efficiency of any receiving outfit is determined largely by the phones used with it. Few amateurs realize this. Badly designed 'phones cannot make the most of the feeble currents that pass through them. It is often possible to multiply receiving efficiency by two when Brandes heads are used. Actions speak louder than words. Ask your dealer about our ten-day trial offer or write direct.

Brandes are used as standard equipment by the leading manufacturers.

You will be interested in our literature. It tells you something that you do not know about phones. Send 5¢ for Catalog W.

C. BRANDES, INC.

Brandeis Matched Tone Headsets

Room 718, 287 Lafayette Street

New York City. Member Radio Section Associated Manufacturers of Electrical Supplies.

BRANDES

Matched-Tone HEADSETS

WIRELESS OPERATORS, EXPERIMENTERS, CAR OWNSERS, STORAGE BATTERY USERS

10¢ CHARGES YOUR STORAGE BATTERY & HOMO F-F BOOSTER

So you will never have to give up in disgust when working a distant station. Is it not gratifying to feel that your Element Battery will always be ready when you want it? You know what it's like to have friends call to listen in and find your battery dead. F-F Battery Boosters are the Full Wave Type which delivers Maximum Current, while their Carbon Rectifying Brushes maintain uninterrupted service at constant efficiency. They start Cars and Trucks quickly in the coldest winter weather, thus requiring fewer expensive storage battery replacements. Do not run risk of ruining an expensive battery by failing to keep it charged, for it costs less to buy a BOOSTER than to be without one. The F-F Battery Booster is a Charging Apparatus, unfolding in its ability to deliver service day and night, is Rugged, Furio Proof and requires no skill to operate. They charge Automatically & Operate Unattended. Screw the Plug into a lamp socket, Snap Clips on Battery Terminals and watch the gravity come up. AMMETER Eliminates Guess Work, showing plainly current flowing. Easily replaceable and adjustable carbon electrodes rectify the current and last for thousands of hours. All Complete in One Complete Self-Contained Portable Automatic Charging Unit. The F-F Battery Booster is a Magnetic Rectifier for 100-120 Volt 60 Cycle Alternating Current. These Types Last a Lifetime. PRE-WAR PRICES on All Types now in Stock. (

Other F-F Battery Boosters: Charge Batteries from Farm Lifting Plants & D. C. Circuits. Order Now or Write Immediately for Free Descriptive BOOSTER Bulletin No. 34.

Battery Charging Stations and GARAGES for Your Large F-F PARALLEL REC

TIFERS for Group Charging. Real Economy in First Cost and in Service. Charges Larger Batteries, Full Wave, Automatic, Dependable. It also Rectifies High Transformer Filaments, Wireless Work. Write for Descriptive BOOSTER Bulletin No. 34A, which piece ful Information, or mail Check with Order.

FRANCE MFG. CO.

Office & Works: Cleveland, Ohio, U. S. A.

Canadian Representative: Battery Service & Sales Company, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.

<--- End of Advertisement --->

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE.

SMALL ADS OF BIG INTEREST

A MEETING PLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS

Space in this department costs only 20 cents a line. Minimum space eight lines. Pamphlet in advance.

Victor Phonograph Horns—11 in. long. Bell 5½ in. wide. Black enamelled with polished brass end, ideal for amplifying. Price 75¢ each. Come early only a few in stock and no more in the fall. As well as C. O. D. orders filled. Wireless Press Inc., 226 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Hawaiian and Grand Island stations road with a single bulb. Are you satisfied with your receiving set? Would you like to build one that will receive over 6000 miles on a single bulb and good quilling? One that will be the equal of any regardless of claims or prices. Using the instruments you now have, you will be able to duplicate the long distance records you read about every day. Copy our simple diagram of a complete short and long wave receiver. 176 to 20,000 metres, with which we read Honolulu, California, German, South American, French and English stations, and practically all the high powered foreign and domestic stations, amateur as far west as New Mexico and numerous telephone and musical concerts come in good. Diagram and complete instructions, learning, failing to assist will be promptly mailed for 50 cents in coins or stamps. Write a set up and quiet working good service. Virginia Novelty Company, Martinsburg, West Va.

HI-GQG .45" BATTERIES are good batteries and priced right. No. 101, 2 1/2 volts, tipped 1.30, No. 20, a 22 1/2 volt battery containing with any 1.20, a very duty 45 volt battery at $3.60, add postage on 10 lbs. All other batteries and Instruments general. Hi-GQG millimeters for plate and grid $3.60. Varicompens $2.00, Orders filled same day received. Hi-GQG Radio Mfr. Co., Box 268 C. Marion, Illinois. Get shiners up.

IS YOUR WAY BATTER? Patent your improvements. A good patent may lead to wealth. But note: patents are not better than their claims. Be sure your patent is as good as your invention. Consult LAMB & CO., Solicitors of Patents, Trademarks and Copyrights, 1419 O Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

FAD A

POWER TUBE RHEOSTAT

Resistance 1½ ohms.

Current carrying capacity 5 amperes. Just the rheostat to use with two Rudoltron 5 watt Power Tubes. Price only—

$1.35

FRANK A. D. ANDRE.

Manufacturer of FADA radio supplies

1882-C Jerome Avenue—New York City
Do You Want a First Class Commercial License?

When you decide to train for the wireless service, bear in mind the fact that the Mass. Radio and Telegraph School has graduated more first grade and first class licensed operators during the past 11 months and has today a larger enrollment than any other School in New England. Send for our 44-page catalog giving full particulars to prospective students.

RADIO ENGINEERING
Classes meet each Thursday evening at 6:30 P. M.—enrollment limited. Subject: Design of Commercial Tube Transmitters.

WIRELESS TELEPHONY
CW-ICW, Vacuum Tubes. Classes every Tuesday evening at 6:00 Send for particulars.

AMATEUR CLASSES
Every Saturday morning from 10 A.M. to 12 noon—prepares for amateur license.

SALES-CW-SERVICE
We carry a full line of Radio equipment and are counselors on all radio problems especially complete receiving and transmitting installation—order from any standard catalog—mail orders filled. Our technical staff is at your service.

OPEN EVENINGS
Open three evenings per week. Monday, Wednesday, and Friday until 9:30 P.M. and Saturday afternoon. G. R. ENGLISH, Radio Director. M. H. TOOM, Telephonie Director.

MASSACHUSETTS RADIO and TELEGRAPH SCHOOL, Inc.
18 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
Formerly Boston School of Telegraphy
Established 1903

RADIO MANUFACTURERS

We furnish special parts, binding posts, switches, contacts, etc., screw machine work, punchings and stampings to your specifications.

We can also contract for the manufacture and assembling of your instruments.

Send us your inquiries.

The Rice Manufacturing Company
Elisabeth, N. J.

Do You Know That—
1. ULTRAOCCIL TUBE (Duo-Lateral) are the best type of Inductance for long wave reception?
2. SINGLE LAYER COILS, for short wave reception, can be approached only by the best regenerative?
3. OUR UNIT INDUCTANCES will solve your receiving problem.

Your Order will bring you bulletin "A" containing prices and engineering data on B-Layer and Single Layer Coils.

Refilled
Tripole Coil Mounting for screwing to table or other support .......... .4325
Set of three Mounting Plugs (per pair) .50
Colt Plugs (basket) with Fibre Strip .55
Fibre Strip, per foot .................. .10
P. J. STOCKWELL, Box 157-B, Reading, Mass.

A real quality combination
Effective Reception
on short waves, on long waves,
and on all waves in between.

KENNEDY TYPE 110 UNIVERSAL REGENERATIVE RECEIVER

WITH TYPE 525 TWO-STAGE AMPLIFIER

For those who want radio reception with amplification over a broad range of wave lengths, this combination is unsurpassed.

This Kennedy Type 110 Universal Regenerative Receiver is all that its name implies. It affords convenient means of tuning from 175 to 28,000 meters with highly efficient reception over that entire range.

In many installations where this receiver is in use, it is accompanied by our Type 525 Two-Stage Amplifier as illustrated here. This amplifier matches the Type 110 Receiver in height, depth and general finish, and, being built according to the high Kennedy standards is a worthy companion for it.

Send for Bulletins 101 and 501 describing these units.

THE COLIN B. KENNEDY, COMPANY

 RIALTO BUILDING
INCORPORATED
SAN FRANCISCO

HAVE YOU


Amateurs Say Try "WECO"


IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT. TRY US AND SEE.

Whittall Electric Company
WESTERLY, R. I.
IF you want shipments, not promises; courtesy, not courtesy; action, not excuses; and good apparatus at a fair price—try "Continental Service."

We can serve you efficiently by mail. Continental men understand your needs and are interested in making you satisfied. Look over this list and order direct from this ad.

**Continental Radio and Electric Corp.**

Dept. E-2

6 Warren St. - New York

---

**Amplifying Transformers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A-2 Acme</td>
<td>Semi-Mtd.</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-2</td>
<td>Unmounted</td>
<td>$4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>226-W Federal</td>
<td></td>
<td>$7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-T Creco Semi-Mtd</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV-712 R.C. Mtd</td>
<td></td>
<td>$7.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**"B" Batteries**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>765 E R</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>763 E R</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>$2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2153 Burgess</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4153 Burgess</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>$2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8191 Cyclone</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>$2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8190 Cyclone</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 Hipco</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101 Hipco</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Vacuum Tubes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UV-200 Radiotron</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV-201</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV-202</td>
<td></td>
<td>$8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV-203</td>
<td></td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. P. Detector</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. P. Amplifier</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Storage Batteries**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10003 6 Volt 20-40</td>
<td></td>
<td>$14.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000 6</td>
<td>40-60</td>
<td>$18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10005 6</td>
<td>60-80</td>
<td>$23.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10006 6</td>
<td>80-100</td>
<td>$29.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Amplifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fada Det. and 2-Stage</td>
<td></td>
<td>$65.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fada Two-Stage</td>
<td></td>
<td>$50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 8 Federal Detector One-Stage</td>
<td></td>
<td>$52.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 9 Federal Two-Stage</td>
<td></td>
<td>$58.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Loud Speakers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R-3 Magnavox</td>
<td></td>
<td>$45.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400-W Pletophone</td>
<td></td>
<td>$14.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Vacuum Tubes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P-2 Vocaloid Station Type</td>
<td></td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-3 Vocaloid Laboratory Type</td>
<td></td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Plugs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. 50 Pacent Universal Type</td>
<td></td>
<td>$2.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 1428-W Federal Brass</td>
<td></td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 1428-W Federal Silver Plated</td>
<td></td>
<td>$2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 34-A Fireco</td>
<td></td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Telephones**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. 56 Murdock 2000 ohm</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56 Murdock 3000 ohm</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>214 Superior</td>
<td></td>
<td>$8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>213 Transatlantic</td>
<td></td>
<td>$12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53-W Federal</td>
<td></td>
<td>$8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type C. Baldwin</td>
<td></td>
<td>$12.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Duo Lateral Coils Unmounted**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U S-25</td>
<td></td>
<td>$0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U S-35</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U S-50</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U S-75</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U S-100</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U S-150</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U S-200</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U S-250</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U S-300</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U S-400</td>
<td></td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U S-500</td>
<td></td>
<td>$2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U S-600</td>
<td></td>
<td>$2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U S-750</td>
<td></td>
<td>$2.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U S-1000</td>
<td></td>
<td>$2.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U S-1250</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U S-1500</td>
<td></td>
<td>$4.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Orders by mail for any of these sets filled immediately.

Send for Creco 112-page Radio Catalogue listing practically every worth while make of Radio Apparatus.